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2) For several years, especially from the late 1940s through the
1950s, development was viewed as synonymous with industrialization. In
many nations this meant neglecting the agricultural sector. At the same
time, agriculture faced an increased demand due to high population gro'wth
rates, increasing urbanization and increased incomes in the population due
to industrial empioyment and expansion of trade. While demand increased,
supply lagged due to the inherent complexities of agricultural moderniza-
tion on the one hand and the lack of appropriate policies and necessary
resources for agricultural improvement on the other.

3) A third reason is the common rigid institutional framework of
many LDCs, with uneven tenure structures (lativundia-.minifundia pattern),
strong control of marketing channels--both to and from the farmer--often
by inefficient and costly intermediaries, and highly selective credit
policies geared mainly to large landowners.

4) A final reason has been a fluctuating if not absent government
policy whose responses to political pressures seldom provide the stability
required for agricultural investment.

All of these reasons resulted in a lagging agricultural sector,
forcing countries to use their scarce foreign currency for food imports
to meet consumption needs instead of using it for productive investment.

Structural Changes and Agricultural Development

The following issues must be considered in discussing agricultural
development:

L) The increasing demand for food: Third World population growth
rates of over 3 percent yearly imply a substantial increase in food demand.
To maintain present food consumrotion levels in the LDCs, then, agriculture
must grow over 3 percent per year; if adequate nourishment is an objective,
agricultural growth rates would have to at least double to 6 percent yearly.

Using the Johnston-Mellor formula that a 1 percent increase in per
capita income in a less developed country-will produce a 3.7 percent
increase in demand for food, the rate at which agriculture would have to
grow to meet demand expectations increases even more. Substantial
improvements can be made in agriculture with only modest capital require-
ments, making it a feasible achievement in poor and capital-hungry under-
developed areas (Southworth and Johnston, p. 9; Johnston and Mellor, pp.
575-581; Papanek, p. 410). Schultz has advocated using new inputs with
relatively high payoffs and good distribution, together with appropriate
education of farmers, to bring forth agricultural modernization and
increase output (Schultz, 196)4a and b). The green revolution has shown
Schultz w¢as essentially right and that adequate technological changes are
capable of making dramatic improvements in food production. There are,
however, several problems attached to an indiscriminate use of the green
revolution package if deep structural changes aee not made simultaneously
in the agricultural sector (Ladejinski; Falcon; L. Brown, 1970).

2) Agricultural development and employment: On one hand, moderni za-
tion of agriculture and the rural sector may create employment opportuni-
ties through intensification of crop and livestock production, or through



INTRODUCTION

Management in cooperative farming has a special prominence due to
the emergence of this form as a crucial factor in development in Third
World countries. While the management functions are, in essence, the
same on a production cooperative as they are in any other organization,
the actual implementation of the functions pose special problems because
of the unique nature of management-worker relationships on cooperative
farms. It is to these problems that this study is addressed.

Chapter I discusses the role of agriculture in development, and
provides the context against which the case for cooperatives should be
placed. Chapter II uses John R. Commons' work on institutional economics,theories of business management, and theories emerging from Yugoshavia's
self-management enterprises as a framework for developing an organization
theory relevant to cooperative farming enterprises. Chapter III studies
in detail the management function and operation in view of cooperative
variables and goals. Chapter IV discusses two new forms of cooperative
farming in underdeveloped countries--the Chilean Asentamiento and the
Tanzanian Ujamaa'-with particular stress on organizational aspects.
Chapter V offers a model for cooperative farming.

For further elucidation on the topic, chiefly in the form of detailed
studies of other forms of cooperative farming (kibbutz, moshav, ejido.,
kolkhoz), the reader is referred to Boguslaw Galeski, "Prospects for
Collective Farming," (a forthcoming LTC Paper), as well as to the author's
Ph.D. thesis upon which this Research Paper is based (Claudio Barriga,"Management in Cooperative Farming," Ph.D, thesis, Department of Agricul-
tural Economics and Business, University of Wisconsin-Madison, 1972),

CHAPTER I: AGRICULTURE AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

At the completion of the first Development Decade (1960-1970), most
of the poor nations were not developing as expected. Only 24 out of 156
countries which can be classified as LDCs had a per capita GNP growth rate
exceeding 5 percent yearly, the minimum target set for the period. Almost
90 had rates of less than 3 percent per capita (Finance and Development,
pp. 48-60).

Isolation and/or ranking of factors influencing poor growth perfor-
mance is extremely difficult; nevertheless, agriculture occupies ,n
unfortunate pre-eminence, constituting, on an average, about 35 percent
of the GDP of developing nations, reaching as high as 60 percent in some
cases. In the crucial export sector its importance is even greater, with
agriculture contributing more than 40 percent of the value of totalexports, while with respect to population and employment , more than 50 per-
cent of the people depend on agriculture for a living.

Among the explanations for a poor agricultural performance are:

I) In many countries agriculture is still at subsistence or
semi-subsistence levels, with little production surplus to be marketed.

-li
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the creation of ancillary enterprises. On the other hand, as industriali-
zation proceeds and gradually steps up, agriculture can release the labor
needed for industrial development, replacing it through mechanization and
other technological adjustments. Viewed in the framework of what Owen has
called the "expenditure squeeze" on agriculture, this sector can be seen
as a regulatory force, keeping workers until alternative employment
opportunity in the nonfarm sector opens up.

Given the present characteristics of developing nations, there will
have to be a growing reliance on the ability of the agricultural sector
to hold labor and provide employment. Using Dovring's formulation
(Dovring, 1959) and some typical data from LDCs, we find that merely to
absorb the population increase, job creation would have to grov in the non-
farm sector somewhere in the range of 6 to 12 percent yearly,' a very
difficult achievement indeed. Data from LDCs show that, based on past
performances, this is almost impossible to accomplish. Meier (pp. 430-
439). using several sources, shows' that industrial employment in LDCs has
lagged behind growth in industrial output, behind growth of the urban
population, and even in some cases behind the general growth rate of
population.

Data for Latin America show a growth rate in industrial employment
of approximately one-third of the annual urban population increase for the
1950s decade. The situation in Africa is not much better, and there are
several cases in which the annual rates of growth in total nonagricultural
employment in Africa were actually negative for the period 1955-1964. This
lack of job opportunities has created severe unemployment and underemploy-
ment (See Thiesenhusen for the case of Latin America).

3) Agriculture and industrialization: In LDCs, an important sector
of industry (a larger fraction than in developed countries) is dependent
for its operation on agricultural raw materials (food processing, textile,
rubber, leather, paper, tobacco and beverage industries). Industrial
diversification is also dependent on increasing activity in the agricultural
sector. Higher net cash incomes for the rural population would give
farmers more purchasing power, thus enlarging the market for industrial
products (R. Nurkse, p. 580). The rise in rural production will also
result in an expansion in supporting services and activities such as
marketing5 packaging, supply of inputs and other household goods, etc.

4) Agricultural development and the balance of payments: Higher
production can often be transformed into higher exports or a reduction

1Assuming we want agriculture to remain stable in absolute numbers,
and that population and labor force increase at the same rate, then popula-
tion increases (therefore labor force increases) would have to be absorbed
by the nonagricultural sector of the population. If we assume a 3 percent
yearly growth rate in total population and a distribution of population of
75 percent in agriculture and 25 percent in nonfarm sector, the growth rate
needed in the nonfarm sector to absorb all population would be 12 percent.
If the distribution is different, with less agricultural population, the
employment growth rate needed in the nonfarm sector will be lower. With 60

percent in agriculture and 40 percent in nonagriculture the required rate
is 7.5 percent yearly.
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in imports, thus enlarging the availability of foreign currency for other
development needs. Different policies will have to be implemented for
each agricultural subsector (domestic and export) in order to achieve the
required export expansion. In cases where this enclave has not previously
existed, it may be necessary to create such a sector (a profitable export

crop can frequently be added to an existing cropping system without makingtoo large a capital outlay).

5. Agricultural contributions to capital formation: Measures such
as double cropping or cultivating new land by irrigating it with such low-
capital techniques as simple pumps, wells or regulatory dams; the use of

new or improved seeds, or the adequate use of fertilizer and pesticides can
provide agricultural returns ranging from 100 to 400 percent with only a
moderate capital outlay. Once output increases, different mechanisms exist
through which capital can be extracted from this sector. Heavy taxation
was a very successful device in Japan's development; production quotas
delivered to state agencies is the system used in the socialist countries;
and a deteriorating parity was a mechanism operating in the United States
(Dorner, p. 427). Other mechanisms such as rental payment to landowners,
the use of farmer savings for industrial expansion, or the maintenance at
farm cost of educational institutions are but a few of the ways in which
capital can be extracted out of agriculture to finance the development
process.

Land Reform and the Green Revolution

The kinds of structural changes needed in the agricultural development
process outlined above are well sumarized in the United Nations definition
of Agrarian Reform:

*. °. (it) is the reform of the institutional structures
of the agricultural production. It includes, in the
first place, the land tenure system, the legal and
customary legal regime of property over the land, the
distribution of property over agricultural exploitations
between big farms and peasant holdings or between peasant
holdings of different size;. the land tenure system, the
system according to which the land is worked and its pro-
ducts are distributed between those who work the land and
the landowner; the organization of credit, p-roductionand
marketing;-, the system onf agricultural financing, the
types of taxes that the governments imposeover the rural
population; and the services that the governments provide
to the rural populations, such as technical assistance
and training, sanitary services, water supply and
c ommuni cat ions. 2

The issue which concerns us most is the type of organization which is
best suited to help achieve short-, medium- and long.-term goals. If
agricultural output and productivity are expected to improve, an institu-
tion is needed which will allow for quick technological change. However,

2Cited in Solon Barraclough and Jacobo Schattan "Technological Policy
and Agricultural Development" (LTC Library Mimeo), May 1970.
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that is not enough. For what happens if demand is not present to absorb
that increase? Economists have long ago shown how price inelastic the
demand for food is, which means that a heavy increase in supply will
normally result in a sharp decline in prices, making things worse in terms
of net return for farmers. This situation is especially harmful when
introducing a new technology, because peasants generally working at near-
subsistence levels will hardly be able to use new technology unless
adequately guided and assisted, especially since this innovation will
normally mean a much higher expense in input.3  Ap substantially better
net returns are not quickly forthcoming, the farmer is likely to resist
adopting new technology for obvious reasons.

Feder has divided development experts into two groups: "the Techno-
crats and the Reformers." One approach (technocrats) is based on the
belief that the crucial element in rural development is an increase in out-
put and productivity. The use of better inputs, better infrastructure and
a more rational price system create favorable conditions which translate
into greater outputs and better productivity according to this view, thus
setting rural development in motion.

The second approach (reformers) reasons that agricultural development
is almost impossible with the present agrarian structure, and that a
necessary condition for development is to do away with the present system
by means of a "massive, rapid and drastic" land reform, which by changing
land ownership will allow the improvement of the peasant sector and thus
foster- the development process. These two approaches conform to
the two new major policy measures of the last decade dealing with
agricultural development--land reform and the green revolution.

The existing land tenure system in LDCs (especially in Latin America)
has often been denounced as one of the major causes of agricultural back-
wardness (L. Brown, 1969, T. Carroll, 1969). Land reform became an
"accepted" concept for government officials and politicians in LDCs around
the 1960s; so much indeed, that it became a requirement for Latin American
countries seeking the assistance of the Alliance for Progress for devel-
opment programs. However, land reform, while a necessary condition, is not

a sufficient condition to ensure agricultural development. Often, during
the early years of the process production may fall to levels much lower
than those which gave impetus to land reform originally.

While land reform was debated and implemented with greater or less
depth and success in different countries, other ways to encourage
agricultural development were proposed. Schultz advocated new inputs with

3 WTharton stated that a Filipino farmer adopting the new rice varieties
will increase his cash cost--due to all inputs required--from $20 per
hectare to $220 per hectare. See WhParton, p. 92.

4 This position is mainly based in the agrarian structure of Latin
America dominated by a latifundio-minifundio pattern. (See Feder. )
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relatively high payoff and good distribution to farers, together with
appropriate education on the ways to usethese inputs to bring about modern-
ization of agriculture wvhich would then increase output (T. Schultz,1964a,
p. 199).

Agricultural research conducted mainly by the Rockefeller and Ford
Foundations in the international agricultural centers in Mexico and the
Philippines produced a package of new technology--consisting mainly of
improved varieties, fertilizers and pesticides--which when used on a large
scale, produced such an impact on the 1967-68 crops of countries like
MexicoI ndia, Pakistan and the Philippinps, that the concept of the green
revolution was born. The splendid achievements of this program showed--for
many--an alternative way to achieve dramatic increases in agricultural out-
put rapidly instead of through the painful and often slow processes
associated with structural change and land reform programs. However,
technological change, on the other hand, while allowing substantial output
increases, will not fulfill other goals which are expected from agricultural
development, and may create severe political tensions. There is no doubt
that the use of these policy measures, as alternative or complementary, will
depend to a great extent on the definition of development, land reform and
green revolution, and how each of these relate to the specific characteris-
tics of the country or region where they are to be applied. Many have
indicated that the green revolution should be just one of the steps--maybe
the initial one--towards agricultural development. In any case, a remark-
able similarity exists between the two policies if some of the side effects
or complementary measures are taken into consideration. Increases in out-
put will make institutional adjustments necessary in the areas of credit,
marketing, education, storage, processing, etc. (Falcon; Tharton, 1969b-;
Paup; L. Brow-n, 1968). Land reform appears to be a basic measure to assure
the wide distribution of the benefits of the green revolution, which can
then be implemented almost simultaneously, taking advantage of courses of
action made possible by structural transformations. In agricultural devel-
opment today there are two major issues, identified by Lester Brown as the
food-population and the employment-population problems. These two issues,
as they relate to Latin America, will illustrate the degree of competition
or complementarity between land reform and the green revolution.

Latin America faces one of the highest rates of population growth in
the world. For the period 1965-1969 the average rate was 2.9 percent,
varying from 1.2 percent in Uruguay to 3.4 percent in Mexico. Agricultural
output for the period 1950-1965 grew, on average, at 3.8 percent annually
(Prebisch, 1970). Redundant labor also remains in the agricultural sector
due to a lack of working opportunities.

These conditions imply that the food shortage problem cannot be
divorced from the employment prbe. lhugh i a enpitdotb
many that the green revolution can make an important contribution to wider
employment possibilities due to more intense cropping and the creation of
anci'llary industries needed to priovide the required new inputs and higher
technology, it is no less true that this success story can lead--through
indiscriminate labor saving mechanization--to higher unemployment. Land
reform measures, on the other hand, by providing a wider distribution of
land resources among the rural population, rcreate work. If, as the tenure

system is reorganized, the package of new technology is made available to
the peasants, large increases in production can be obtained so as to reduce
the food-population problem.
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Organization of Production forAgricultural Development
These different issues show that the organizational pattern-of the

producing unit is a crucial element in the process of agricultural devel-
opment resulting in either failure or success in meeting development goals.
Production units range from the private, individual farm system that con-
stitutes the backbone of the United States' impressive record of output and
productivity to the State-owned and operated farms and collectives typical
of socialist economies, with a host of intermediate forms. Agricultural
development programs in LDCs have traditionally tended to identify with one
of these two systems, based generally on their international political posi-
tion. However, the need for new, original forms of organization has been
pointed out by economists who denounced attempts at organizational trans-
plantation and called for specially-.oriented agricultural research
(Millikan and Hapgood, 1967). A widespread belief among social scientists
working in rural development is that only cooperative production can cope
with the goals set forth for agricultural development (increased output,
employment and income redistribution). The problem to be confronted in this
case is one of management and the effects of such a scheme on productivity.
The lack of incentives in traditional forms of collective exploitation has
often been denounced, and if it is not remedied in LDCs, the possibilities
for increasing output appear dim. A cooperative farm would have many
facets, depending on the structure from which it originates: it will have
to provide services previously provided by the landlord (if the organization
arises from a land reform process); it will have to convince farmers to
transfer their individual decision-making to the cooperative (if it is a
regrouping of minifundistas); and, in any case, it vill have to achieve
good management to reach the objectives planned. This will demand good
coordination, mutual trust, adequate and efficient planning and implementa-
tion of the work load and wise financial management--which will depend
primarily on production achievements--to provide members with the funds
they require for their operation and maintenance, and a final year net
return better than that of previous periods.
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CHAPTER II: THEORIES OF ORGANIZATION AND THEIR RELEVANCE TO COOPERATIVE
FARMING

Three bodies of theory will be used in this chapter to look at
cooperative farming: the work of John R. Commons on institutional oeconomics,
the theories commonly used for the analysis of business organizations, and
some of the theories emerging out of the workers' management system of
organization used in Yugoslavia since 1950.

Institutional Framework

John R. Commons' work in the early decades of the 20th century stems
from a period dominated by the emerging entrepreneurial corporation.

Commons' concern was how to bring the constitutional democracy of the
United States into economic relationships. The issue at that time was the
need to protect workers from the arbitrariness of management. Collective
action was seen by Commons as the way to balance the interests of manage-
ment and labor which would, however, remain opposing forces. This conflict
of interests was due in part to classical management theory regarding the
concepts of power and authority. Authority was defined as the rigt and the
power to expect performance from others. Authority and power were simul-
taneous and were vested in management. Authority had a dow nward flow, from
management to workers, who had to comply with what was expected of them.

The institutionalization of these concepts contributed to principles
of scientific management worked out by Frederick Taylor which were in
essence a modern interpretation of the principles of division of labor
first outlined by Adam Smith. Methods of scientific management included.
1) the establishment of performance standards through research and experi-
mentation; 2) the planning of work by management, 3) the training of
workers to meet standards-" and 4) the maintenance of the performance
standards according to task objectives under proper supervision (J. F. Mee,
p. 42). The wide use of this methodology allowed substantial increases in
productivity and placed strong pressures on labor for improved performance
to meet management-set standards. Resentment by labor to some of manage-
ment's demands gradually led to organization and expansion of the union
movement.

Commons, in his theory of institutional economics, analyses relation-
ships between management and labor through the mechanism of "transactions,"
which he defines as the rules of order through which society controls owner-

ship of and access to the forces of nature. "Transactions." he writes, "are
not the 'exchange of commodities,' in the physical sense of 'delivery,'they
are the alienation and acquisition, between individuals, of the rights offuture ownership of physical things, as determined by the collective--working
rules of society" (Commons, 1934h, p. 58)., To transfer these rights, Com~mons
states, there will have to be negotiationbtentepate ocre
according to the working rue ofscey e recognizes three types of
transactions : bargaining, managerial and rationing, which are "functionally
interdependent and together constitute the whole which we name a going
concern' (Commons, 1934, p. 58).

Commons also recognizes that negotiation in bargaining transactions
will be influenced by persuasion or coercion, depending on opportunity, corm-

petition and bargaining power. Negotiations occur only between legally
(though not necessarily economically) equal parties. These parties may be
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economically unequal (giving rise to coercion) or economically equal which
results in negotiation through persuasion. This last point is especially
relevant for cooperative farming, with its interrelationship among equals in
management and labor which emphasizes the role of persuasion and leadership
to attain performance goals.

Commons recognized that managerial transactions had come to involve a
certain amount of negotiation. "This inclusion of negotiation," he writes,
"arises mainly from the modern freedom of labor, with its liberty of the
laborer to quit without giving a reason" (Commons, 1934, p. 61).

Chester Barnard, in his book The Functions of the Executive (1938),
stated that authority comes from acceptance by individuals of orders or
commands. Thus, authority in his view flowed upward, from workers to mana-
gement. Management and labor continue to be distinct forces with different
interests, but now management will have authority only to the extent that is
provided by worker acceptance. Power, defined "as the maximum bility of a
person or a group to influence individuals or groups" remains in the hands
of management, which can exercise this power by means of the economic
mechanisms it controls. Influence in turn is defined as "the degree of
change in individuals or groups" (Filley and House, 1969, p. 55). In other
words, hor much can one make others change.

These concepts contribute to determine the way in which management will
undertake the functions of the enterprise, especially as they relate to
labor.

The third body of theory relevant to the institutional framework within
which a cooperative farming enterprise operates flows out of the workers'
management system. Under this system distinct forces with different
interests cease to exist. Instead, management becomes an extension of
workers' control over their interests, which are also those of the enter-
prise. In a labor-managed enterprise, (a model cooperative farming system)
management is a collective right exercised through the various organs elected
by the general assembly of worker-owners according to the working rules of
the organization. It is collective action that prevails, and Commons'
'rationing transactions'--"an agreement among several participants who have
authority to apportion the benefits and burdens to members of a joint
enterprise" (Commons, 1934, p. 67)--become relevant. Authority, under this
system, "may be considered to be legitimate power; that is, power which is
generally acceptable to members of an organization and which is within the
values and purposes of the institution" (Filley and House, p. 55).
"institution," in turn, can be defined as "collective action in control of
individual action" (Commons, 1934, p. 69).

Cooperative farming, then, as an institution, can be distinguished from
a common going concern or business enterprise by the interrelationship exist-
ing between authority, power and influence and by relative importance given
to bargaining, managerial and rationing transactions as compared to the
common going concern.

In cooperative farming, power will be vested in the membership;
authority (legitimate powTer) will be vested in management, but "it is not

viewed in terms of rights of command: rather it is explained in terms of
/the/ individual's willingness to accept direction from another' (Filley and
House, p. 58). Workers (member-owners) grant the authority to management,
sanctioning it by their consent to be governed, and the influence of
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management on members will be conditioned by the perception membership has
of the importance of management's contribution to the success of the
enterprise. This perception, in turn, will be conditioned by the ability
and leadership style of management. Collective or group action is not
something that works by itself automatically, instead, it requires con-
siderable effort and work by all individuals in the group if it is to
succeed (Olson).

Organizational Variables in Collective Action

Once the institutional framework within which cooperative farming will
operate has been defined, some of the variables which allow the system to
operate successfully must be analyzed according to organizational theory.
Although a large part of organizational theory is based on industrial
research, its validity as a tool of analysis for complex organizations makes
it valuable for considering cooperative farming enterprise.

1. Motivation

Motivation has been recognized by many social scientists as one of the
basic variables in organizational performance (Vroom and Deci). Three major
kinds of motivation are commonly recognized. Paternalistic motivation is
geared mainly to worker satisfaction, assuming that the more needs that are
satisfied by the job, the greater the response of the workers. Membership
in the organization, without any clear relation to performance or behavior
is the main source of reward. Several management practices are oriented

to providing security to members, such as education, retirement plans,
recreation, insurance, housing, etc. Research evidence shows that policies
of this type, while improving security and decreasing turnover rates of
personnel, have had no direct effects on worker productivity and
performance on their jobs.

A second approach to motivation derives from Taylor's work on

scientific management. The basic assumption is that a person will be
motivated to work if rewards and penalties are tied directly to his
performance. Wage incentives, piece rate work and penalties, if work falls
below management set standards, are comnonly-part of the system. Work is
organized in. such a way that theworker has no participation in it;, he is
programmed to carry out a certain task. McGregor, in an article which has
become a classic in management studies, called this conception of manage-
ment's task, Theory X.1  It basically assumes that people are passive, and
even resistant, to organizational needs. In addition, they have an inherent
dislike for work and try to avoid responsibility. Therefore, most people
must be coerced, controlled, directed and made aware of .the punishments thatexist to make them put forth the necessary effort toward the achievement of
organizational goals. Motivation, then, will be based on punishment and
externally controlled rewards. Although this approach---reward-puni shment--

l1 ,cGregor first presented his ideas about Theor X and Theory Y in
1957, in a paper presented to the Fifth Anniversary Convocation of the
School of Industrial Management, MIT, Massachusetts (Vroom and Deci, p. 306)

and later expanded them in the book Th HuanSide ofEnter rise, published
ina 1960.
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has been widely used in industry, several limitations to it have been reco-
gnized. One stems from the diffculty of measuring performance, especially
as one moves up the organizational hierarchy. Another limitation arises
from the kinds of penalties and rewards which can be utilized" behavioral
scientists have noted that needs are greatly varied and change through time
and according to circumstances.2 M1eeting these needs will not always be
possible for the enterprise.

A third approach to motivation, and the one most relevant for a
cooperative farming institution, is what has come to be known as partici-
pative management. The basic assumption of this approach is that individ-
uals can acquire satisfaction by being effective in their jobs, hence satis-
faction will provide the motivation for good performance. It is part of
what McGregor called Theory Y, some of its assumptions being: people are
responsible (rather than passive) by nature and like to exercise responsi-
bility; work is a natural activity which depends on controllable conditions
to generate satisfaction or distress; and, organizational objectives can be
used by people as a means to achieve their own personal objectives. This
approach has sometimes been called the "soft" management approach in con-
trast to the "hard" approach described above. Other elements in this system
are the integration of planning and actual work performance, involvement of
workers in Job description, and the equalization of power, with reliance on
leadership and guidance rather than authority. Incentives are built into
the task itself rather than remaining an outside mechanism. Effective
performance as such is the goal, rather than an intermediate means to
achieve ultimate goals.

There are aspects where integration of the two systems (scientific and
participative management) may be highly beneficial for the overall enter-
prise; for example, the use of wage increases as rewards for performance
within the philosophy of involvement and commitment to the organization.
In general, the behavioral approach to motivation should be adopted. Some
caution must be advised, however,3 if the members of the production cooper-
ative have been operating under an alternative system for a long time.
Integration of the practices of scientific and participative management,
moving gradually to increase the latter and decrease the former, may be the
most advisable plan.

2. Groups

in cooperative farming, groups gain a special dimension because they

are not only used for working activities, but also in all other forms
necessary for the development of the rural society. The Hawthorne Studies

2 A. H. Maslow, a theoretical psychologist, is known as the father of

the need hierarchy concept which states that people at work are motivated
by the desire to satisfy a wide range of needs (Physiological, Safety,
Social, Ego, Self-fulfillment). Money will only satisfy a few of them,
so it is not a primary motivator as suggested by F. W. Taylor. The work
initiated by Maslow has been expanded and integrated into the work of
several other behavioral scientists, ?. Likert, D. McGregor, R. Blake and
J. Mouton, and D. Kat z, among others.

3James Lee, in a well-elaborated article significantly called
"Behavioral theory vs. reality," presents several of the common criticisms



conducted between 1927 and 1932 (which originated the neo-classical theory
of human relations) called attention to the importance of groups in working
and performance and was followed by further research on groups. Several
propositions have come out of that work.

Two basic distinctions must be made w¢hen talking of groups. One is the
difference between a group and collection of individuals, A group--a
collection of two or more people--may be recognized as such when the follow-
ing characteristics are present: a) group consciousness; b) a perceived
common purpose; c) interdependence for the satisfaction of needs and goals;
d) interaction in communications; e) the ability to act as a single
organism. 4

The second distinction is between formal and informal groups. Informal
groups can be effective to both support or subvert organizational goals
(Tannenbaum, p. 225); they must be carefully handled to avoid situations
which might impair the organization.

Several other elements are important because of their influence on
group performance and effectiveness. Group size has a great impact on
several other variables. Research has found that group cohesiveness and
group size are negatively related.5  This conclusion, empirically tested in
industry by several authors, nay not always hold in cooperative farming. In
industry, where work teams develop and remain permanently for long periods
of time, probably a higher cohesiveness will be found than in agriculture,
but only for small size groups usually not larger than 10 persons. If the
total group is larger, say 40 to 50 people, group cohesiveness may be better
in agriculture due to work rotation, something which normally does not take

place in industry due to high labor specialization. In addition, agricul-
ture may also be more favorable than industry for cohesiveness in large
groups due to greater social interaction,

Participation will foster cohesiveness, but large groups make partici-
pation more difficult. Since in cooperative farming participation and
involvement are important goals, it will be part of management's task to take
measures to allow broad participation. Lower member satisfaction caused by

made to participative management and which have meant a low adoption of thle
system by the majority of U.S. business organizations. He also mentions
the two worlds of business and academia which are so different and which
often make academ1ic elaborated theories impractical (see J. Lee, ia
references),

There is a substantial amount of material dealing with groups. Some
literature which may be consulted for further information and which is
listed in detail in the references is the following: Knowles, Whayte, March
and Simon; Filley and House in their book also cite Hare, Gibb and Marriot
in their chapter, "Span of Control and Size of WTork Group."

5 Several authors are cited by Filley and House on p. 289 to support
this. Among them are Hare and H. Mliller. Other authors state this point

indirectly. Group cohesiveness, it is said, increases the more frequent

interactions are, The larger the group size the fewer interactions will
be, from where we can deduce that larger groups, due to the lower inter-
action among members, will have a lower cohesiveness (Litterer, March and
Simon).
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lower participation will gradually alienate less articulate members and
place the orgaization in jeopardy.

Group size and performance have twr.;o aspects* On the one hand, a larger
group may have better performance because of its ability to solve a wider
range of problems, due to the greater number of skills which may be found
in members. On the other hand, larger groups will take longer to organize
and coordinate and will have, therefore, lower productivity.

Development of grouto norms will be important because of their influence
on productivity and performance. Special attention must be given by manage-
ment to the way in which these are elaborated, triing to influence them to
conform to the goals and standards of the organizations. (See Knowles.)

A basic need for the successful implementation of any group activity is
the existence of group harmony. The problem is precisely how to achieve
that harmony. On the other hand, harmony must not be confused with passive-
ness. While a harmonious group is desired, a passive one certainly is not.
Harmony is something which must be aimed at. it will not come instanta
neously, or after cohesiveness or a good mechanism for decision-making has
been achieved. Harmony will be that and much more. It will be involvement.
and participation; in other words, it will be total commitment of all
members. Conflict and discussion may still arise, but once harmony is
reached the successful survival of the organization is assured.

3. Leadership

The importance of leadership for successful accomplishments has been
recognized by social scientists for many years, but its systematic and
scientific study was initiated only in this century.

In his work on Institutional Economics, Commons viewed leadership as
the element or mechanism through which sanctions were applied to gain
control of the going concern, which is distinguished by "its capacity to
continue with changing personalities and changing principles, not depending
upon any particular person or any particular principle" (Commons, 1934,
p. 750). He recognized three types of leadership--leader, boss and chief--
according to which sanctions predominated. (Sanctions were defined "as the
collective inducements that require individuals to conform their behavior
to that of others" (Cormons, 1934, p. 700).) A leader depended "solely on
persuasion and propaganda to attract and lead his followers." The boss
"depends on coercion through control of the jobs, contracts, _'velihood or
profit of the followers." The chief "depends upon duress through his
control of physical force" (Commons, 1934, p. 749). Three additional termswere used by Commons to distinguish different combinations of sanctions
through which leadership was attained. One of them was personality, which
may be related to what was later known as trait theory of leadership. A
second element was principle , which may be related to instrumental leader-
ship because "the leader becomes such, because he can formulate in language

wha otersfee bu cold ot ell" (p. 750). The third and last term,
organization, is more associated with the institution itself rather than
with any one person or individual. It represents what could be called
collective leadership. Tw~o important conclusions are relevant here in terms
of our study. The first is that an important task for the leader in newly
created systems of cooperative farming is to be able to transform these

organizations into going concerns." The second one is that the leader must
choose a system of sanctions to make guidance (rather than control) of the
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cooperative enterprise successful.

The creation of the human relations school of management and the
writings of Mayo and Lewin aroused a new interest in the role of leadership.
(See Etzioni.)

Leadership has been defined "as a process whereby one person exerts
social influence over others" (Filley and House, p. 391). It is a relation-
ship of dependence, Part of the leader's success will depend on his ability.t ecir. h erof fd eh

to perceive the degree of influence he is able to exercise. In cooperative
farming due to the relationship existing bet een power, authority and

influence, leadership will be conditioned by acceptance of the followership.

Three major bodies of leadership theory have been recognized and
studied extensively: a) trait theory, b) behavioral theory, and c) situa-
tional theory.

a) Trait theory is based on special identifiable characteristics in
the personality of the leader which make him successfully accepted as such.
It is probably the least relevant to the kind of institution under discus-
sion.

b) Behavioral theorists have identified four types of leadership:
autocratic- supportive (participative or democratic); instrumental; and
"great man" (Filley and House, p. 393). (1) Autocratic leaders are clearly
identified with Commons' concepts of boss or chief whose actions are
supported by reward and punishment sanctions. (2) Supportive leaders
involve members in the decision-making process and, in general,try to
create an appropriate environment for workers' performance. This theory
may be associated with McGregor's Theory Y and Commons concept of a leader
acting through persuasion. (3) The instrumental leader will be the prag-
matil, organized, methodical man who performs management functions (plan,
organize, direct, coordinate and control) to accomplish organizational goals.
(4) The "great man" theory of leadership represents the integration in one
leader of both the supportive and instrumental theory characteristics.

The "great man" leader is no doubt the most desirable for cooperative
farms,. however the scarcity of "great men" leads one to select supportive
leadership as most suitable to the accomplishment of cooperative farming
goals.

c) The situational theory of leadership is probably the most flexible
current theory. It is not attached to a specific or unique leadership
pattern, instead, it uses the one deemed most appropriate to the situationat hand. (IMockler.) Situation~al leadership is" successful in cooperative
farming because of its flexibility, .always remaining within the correct

perpeciv ofth coeaiefarming model. In other words, the sustained
use of a leadership style such as automatic leadership which conflicts with
the philosophy and goals of cooperative farming must be avoided.

In addition to these types, a d istinction ewenfomlan nfra

leadership must be mentioned. The formal leader's power derives both from
his personality and his organizational position; the informal leader's power
to influence others is mainly personal. Thus the basic difference between
the two is primarily in their source of power or influence. Another

difference is their acceptance by the group; the informal leader is almost
immediately and automatically accepted while the formal leader has to work
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to gain that acceptance. (See Litterer.) Very often, informal leaders will
arise due to the inability of the formal leader to satisfy the wide spectrum
of interests and needs of the membership. In cooperative farming, especially
in newly ...created systems, the comprehension of the potential represented by
the informal leaders is highly significant. In emerging systems, where the
manager usually will have to be an outsider, group acceptance will be proble-
matical; management should therefore try to acquire the collaboration and

involvement of informal leaders.6

It is important to recognize the growing importance of leadership in
the body of organization theory. Management in cooperative farming,
therefore, should give special relevance to leadership and work for its
development.

Self-Management

One of the major merits of the Yugoslav workers' management system, and
one of the reasons for its incorporation here, lies in the fact that it
represents the wide use of several behavioral theories and propositions to
create a new system of business organization which cannot be branded utopian
nor experimental after 20 years of performance.

The system of workers' management, or self-management, emerged from
Yugoslavia in 1950 following the break with the Soviet bloc in 19L8 and
a thorough evaluation of the accomplishments of the Socialist Republic since
the end of World War I!. As with other systems of organization, its main
experience has been in the industrial sector (where it has yielded impres-
sive results). Its general principles and some characteristics represent
a model of great relevance for the system of cooperative farming. Self-
management represents a more advanced form than that advocated by behavioral
theorists, so it is possible to find in it the fulfillment of many of the
suggestions coming out of behavioral research on leadership, motivation and
group action and performance. The main characteristics of the system could

be outlined as follows:

1) Self-management is based on the active participation in management
by all the workers according to principles of equality and democracy (i.e.,
one man, one vote).

2) All the participants in a self-managed enterprise share the net
income (or sustain the net loss) of the firm after all operating costs have
been deducted.

3) Ownership in a sense ceases to be. The means of production aresocially owned, belonging neither to capitalists nor to the state. The

6The author's experience with the asentam~ientos in Chile provides many

interesting examples of this need for collaboration. In one asentarniento
near Melipilla, in the Santiago province, there were several informal
leaders that had risen through union work before CORA took over the farm.
The exclusion of some of them from the management process (they maintained
the union should manage the asentamiento) created constant problems for the
operation of the enterprise. Once they accepted that a specially elected

management board was really the one which should manage it, and they
participated in the election gaining several positions in the board, most of
the problems ended.



workers have the usufruct of the socially, owned means of production with
specific responsibilities, especially to maintain the value of the means of
production.

4) Self-management operates in a market economy, decentralized in its
decision-making, although adjusting itself to some government guidelines of
planning and control.

5) There is complete autonomy for the enterprise in shaping its man"
agement and internal organization, providing the basis of power is maintained
in the working community which sanctions the authority of the elected man-
agement through workers' councils and other committees.

6) A final characteristic of the workers' management system is com-
plete labor mobility (although there are clear regulations with respect to
the dismissal of worker members),

Given these characteristics, variables for organizational performance
will now be examined. The goals of the enterprise are basic. A very
concrete one is the maximization of the members' income. A second, more
general one to which the previous one is an important contribution is the
maximization of menbers' satisfaction, necessitating broad organizational
goals able to satisfy individual goals.

Probably the basic variable in worker satisfaction is motivation.
Vanek, in his analysis of the Yugoslav system, distinguishes between genuine
and imposed motivation defined as follows: "By-genuine, I understand
motivation which emanates from the natural inclinations and desires of an
individual in a given environment; by contrast, an imposed motivation is one
based on an instruction from an external controlling agent" (Vanek, 1971,
p. 17). While imposed motivation exists in any employment situation,
genuine motivation is difficult to achieve. In a labor-managed economy,
Vanek asserts, "genuine motivation becomes the necessary rule for all of the
working population, a situation inconceivable in any other industrial
society" (Vanek, 1971, p. 17). Thus the unique relationship of the workers
to the cooperative enterprise fosters their involvement and active
participation, improving their motivation consideralbly. Mechanisms such as
the election of the Workers' Council, various committees and the management
board (elected by the Worksers' Council from among its membersk) all have a
grass-roots base, Regulations determining the composition of the board (at
least three-fourths of the board members must be production workers) assures
broad representation. The prohibition from serving on the management board
for more than two consecutive years guarantees the rotation of members in
directive positions. These regulations and procedures perform an educa-tional function which permits the emergence and training of new leaders,
and improved levels of motivation and performance. Increases in productiv-
ity and growth in per capita_ incomes in Yugoslavia since the establishment
of the system clearly support this prpsto Vanek, 91 . N0. I

Yugslaiaaftr mre han20years of th system's operation, the
recognition by workers of the importance ofeffective formal leadership in
the person of the director has a solid foundation. A YugOslav social
scientist (Kamusic) has stated that in many cases where there is a dilemma
between more direct member participation in management or greater economic

-18 -
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efficiency,7 more than two-thirds of the workers consulted in a survey
regarding enterprise organization responded that they "ascribe the most
important role in the business policy and development of the enterprise to
the leading personnel," only a little more than one-fifth assigned this
role "to the representative organs of the working community" (Kamusic, p.
100). A further confirmation of the recognition of the need for good
management comes from a comparative study--1962 and 1967--made in
Slovenia where a strong shift occurred among workers in the importanceassigned to the manager. (Also cited in Kamusic.)

This review of some of the important points which affect complex
organizations, and the research and theories that have dealt with them,
provides us with the necessary background to move into the analysis of the
functions of the enterprise and a later construction of a cooperative farm-
ing model which can serve as a guideline for similar enterprises which need
to be created in developing nations.

7This conflict seems to be confirmed by inquiries made in the
cooperative movement of Western Europe which has established that business
efficiency in cooperatives is-"in inverse proportion to the degree of
direct participation of their members in management" (Decroches, p. 97).
It must be recalled, however, that these are not production cooperatives,
which,as we have seen, have a different degree of member involvement than
the traditional forms of cooperation.
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CHAPTER III: FUNCTIONS OF THE COOPEF ATIVE FARMING ENTERPRISE

The creation and organization of a cooperative farming enterprise in
most developing nations represents a new venture giving special importance
to a systematic analysis and evaluation of other material experiences,
although, of course, each cooperative is unique due to the different rela-
tive importance of many variables.' Some of these variables will be discus-
sed below.

Variables and Goals

An organization has been defined as "a set of planned activities and
interrelationships logically drawn up to accomplish a specific objective
or objectives." (Litterer, 1965, p. 10.) The way, then, in which an
organization functions is closely related to its goals. Once the goals
have been established, the organizational framework and the necessary
working rules are set up. Certain variables inevitably affect goals and
vice versa.

a) Size of the Enterprise

Size depends on the characteristics of agriculture in the area--irri-
gated or dry, monoculture or multicrop farming, crop or livestock, pre-
existing tenure structure, educational level of the peasant members, their
farming expertise and working capital.

Production cooperatives normally are created to change an inefficient
tenure structure thus improving conditions for the participants, and easing
population pressures. Given the social structure characteristic of the
production cooperative, it is desirable to have a homogeneous membership
and an adequate size group.1 Organizational theory has emphasized how
important group cohesiveness and a sense of belonging is for enterprise
performance. These two things, plus the development of a strong coopera-
tive spirit, may best be achieved in a medium sized group. While
generally in agricultural enterprises the size of the operation is
determined by the land component, in cooperative farming the number of
families becomes a better yardstick. A membership of 50 to 100 families
has been recommended (Schiller, 1969, p. 35).

In Chile, where the author worked for the Land Reform Agency (1965-

1Homogeneity may be seen from different points of view. It may berace and cultural background. Wizfor excamlpitouthipr-
tance of this type of homogeneity, recalling the impossibility of integrat-
ing into one settlement migrain ews who had coeto Israel from the
Orient, northern Africa an Erope (Wiz 191 . x). Another type of
homogeneity will be in trs of previu occpation and agricultural
expertise. In Chilei for example, some expr:opriated farms had among their
occupants different types of laborers: The wage worker, the sharecropper
and the supervisors (capataces). When Asentamientos were organized, the
integration of these three groups in the enterprise was extremely diffi-
cult, and their relations were a source of continual conflict; so much so,

that in later years sharecroppers and supervisors often preferred to leave
the farms once expropriated than to submit to the working system of the
Asentamiento, where they thought they would be discriminated against.
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1968), it was found that Asentamientos of 40 to 60 families usually allovred
for a better organization and a faster training of peasants in the use of
new technology and self-management skills. This number of families was not
in itself sufficient to guarantee success, however, and variations in
performance were often found to depend on intensiveness of agriculture on
the farm, on the group spirit developed prior to the expropriation and
creation of the Asentamiento, and on leadership ability and agricultural
know-how among the CORA officials and the peasants themselves.

Many of the organizational problems which appeared on the early
settlements with more than 100 families were eliminated or minimized the
following year when they were divided up into two or three separate
Asentamientos which coordinated the use of the existing infrastructure. The
Chilean experience also shows that it is relatively easy to divide up larger
groups, and difficult to enlarge small groups through mergers. The strong
opposition by some peasant organizations to the current government's policy
of creating centers of agrarian reform (designed to group several
Asentamientos together) appears consistent with this principle,

b) Labor Organization

If increased employment is a recognized objective, measures must be
taken to ensure the full participation of the labor force available in the
production cooperative. Work by family members can be advantageous for the
common enterprise, providing flexibility for more intensive cropping, con-
tributing to a stronger cooperative spirit, and increasing family income.

Emplo ment objectives may be, however, in conflict with income goals
for members.2 If profits (or net savings, to use cooperative terminology)
from the farming operation are expected to contribute to capital formation
and to increase member income, careful budgeting, including budgeting of
labor costs, is required.

Remuneration has generally been a complex issue, especially in pro-
duction cooperatives due to the dual role of worker-owners. Management must
display special tact to deal adequately with this situation. The normal
desire for security, equated with a given minimum guaranteed income, must be
weighed against a lack of interest in the enterprise which might arise as
a consequence of that security and its system of payments. The institution-
al framework of the production cooperative will have an important influence
on the kind of remuneration mechanism established with the general condi-
tions of the workers in the economy and their involvement in the process of

2This situation may occur when the enterprise, by providing more

employment, ends up with no profits, and therefore, no dividends to distrib-
ute to members. Family income will be higher for those members who have
working age children, regardless of the type, quality and productivity of
the members' labor. On the other hand, large families who because of
children's ages have only one wage earner, will be receiving lower income
even if the member has excellent performance and responsibility. This
member's expectation of additional income coming out of dividends has not
been met because increased employment has wiped out profits. Employment
expansion needs to be carefully planned, evaluated, and achieved through

increased production intensiveness. Incentive mechanisms must be introduced
to the system of payments to avoid unjust situations which may be detrimental

for membership morale.
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organization and decision-making all influential in their choice of a pay-
ment system.

In essence, there are three basic remuneration alternatives for
cooperatives. A first one consists only of wages, leaving profits for
capitalization of the enterprise and financing of community services. A
second system consists of a basic wage, generally according to local wage
levels, plus a share in profits usually paid according to the number of
days worked for the enterprise. The third alternative provides the member
with an income based solely on profits. During the year advances are made
only for the most urgent and basic needs.

The first two alternatives run the risk of bankruptcy if wages are too
high and harvests are bad. In addition, high wages, while representing
security, do not necessarily improve motivation nor performance because
workers may fail to see themselves as decisively contributing to the
cooperative's income. Thus labor productivity often remains low. 'The third
alternative, hile consistent with workers? dual role as worker-owners, does
not provide much security, especially in bad agricultural years. This
situation may push farmers to look for more independent orm0re secure income
(like house plots or outside work) which may jeopardize the common enter-
prise. Another difficulty in this alternative is the just payment accord-
ing to occupations with differing productivity, individual effort and
responsibility.

In general, the remuneration system will depend on the organization of
the enterprise, the incentive mechanisms that can be built into it, and the
weight given to the factors of production. For example, in the East German
LPG ii, 80 percent of the profits of the enterprise must be allocated to
labor, while in India, where land is scarce, the largest profit is allocated
to landowners according to their contribution of land to the cooperative

venture (see Appendix for cooperative forms in Germany and India).

Technology also has an important innfluence on labor organization. If
mechanization increases, the opportunities for employment tend to decrease.
However, improved technology in directly productive inputs (seeds and ferti-
lizers) together with mechanization and new techniques may intensify the
cropping pattern, thus creating more employment.

Conditions regulating the entry or exit of members to or from the
organization must also be considered. This factor is closely related to
the degree of labor specialization and the impact of labor mobility
policies on potential members,

Labor mobility in cooperative farming can affect the size of the enter-
prise, ownership, rights, labo s availabl toteenterprise, and
group homogeneity. 1eruitment, policies 3 will have .to take these variables

3 The problem of recruitment will have different aspects if .the
organization is being created) in a developed country or in a LDC. In a LDC
with lower rural population and more industrialization, it will be necessary
to compete with urban jobs for .scarce labor. IntLDCS with a traditionally
large agricultural population, the recruitment issue will be more one of

obtaining people with adequate skills to help boost agricultural develop-
ment.
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into account, especially w¢here specialization is beginning and some of he
required skills are lacking.

Labor on cooperatives is organized into brigades and work teams,
normally with some degree of specialization and responsibility. A bonus
on production may be assigned to the brigade or work team as an incentive.
This mechanism, previously banished in socialist countries, is increas-
ingly being used to improve agricultural labor productivity. In addition
to these groups, some specialists, such as mechanics, tractor drivers,
foremen, etc., will also have to be remunerated according to a system,. which
takes into consideration their skills and responsibility.

c)Cpital

Capitalization has all too often been identified with mechanization,
which is not only normally labor displacing, but also not as effective as
the use of biological capital in many circumstances. There is, therefore,
a need to determine the adequate capital mix (including human capital--
management and specialized skill).for the enterprise, keeping in mind that
this will change through time according to the organization's general goals.
Agricultural innovations derived mainly from biological and chemical
sciences, together with improved working techniques, normally do not require
intensive fixed capital, yet their application increases agricultural pro-
duction and productivity, making them especially appropriate for the early
stages of agricultural development where short-term credit is more generally
available than long-term. Later, as human skills are developed into orga-
nizational coordination leading to increased production and marketing
capacity, more capital intensive methods will be required. This changes
the enterprise's fixed and working capital mix, thus increasing the need
for long-term credit which in turn will affect the demands to be faced by
credit agencies. Thus, the country's economic directives should anticipate
increasing capital requirements.

It is not easy to make a balanced use of capital. The technically
optimal mix will, in many instances, be subjected to constraints imposed by
capital sources and the lending policies of institutions that make capital
available. 4  It will also be affected by policy concerning debt repa ment of

4This point has to be clarified, especially in relation to the balance
between physical and human capital, and often between different forms of
physical capital. When mechanization is introduced to a farm it will be
relatively easy to obtain the credit to purchase all kinds of machdinery
(physical capital). It will be impossible, however, to obtain credit to
train tractor drivers, and especially mechanics (human capital), who are so
necessary for the good maintenance of such large investments. Another
example is that, while often it is easy to obtain credits for pesticide , it
iill not be so easy to purchase the specialized equipment necessary for its

correct application. Many other examples could be cited, but these two
show the influence that capital sources and lending policies have on the
possibility of making a balanced use of capital.
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the production cooperative--whether it be undertaken collectively or
individually.

A basic principle in cooperative farming is that capital contributions
without work in the common enterprise should be discarded, except in un-
usual cases.

5

The variety of the enterprise's capital needs will compel it to deal
with several credit sources and their regulations. In LDCs, most of the
sources of credit are governmental. Government credit policies, however,
are commonly organized along the lines of private banking, often excluding
small- and medium-size farmers who do not have collateral, or who cannot
mortgage their land for credit guarantees. Supposedly. a cooperative
structure improves the access of peasants to credit, but unless policies
are clearly and specifically designed for this purpose, this does not
necessarily occur. The implementation of supervised credit programs by
state banks or other agricultural agencies (including rural credit coopera-
tives) is probably one of the most advisable recourses, although generally
this type of credit will provide funds for only short- and medium-term needs
excluding larger, long-run credits required for infrastructure.

Another source of short-term credit is through contracts signed early
in the season with industrial processors using agricultural products as raw
materials. This system of contract farming can be very beneficial in terms
of the commitment it imposes on the farmers to perform their agricultural
operations on time, something which is many times relaxed when government
credits are used, and often explains poor performance in some enterprises.

One of the characteristics of cooperative farming is that the imple-
mentation of its policies is very sensitive to centralized control (through
credit dependency, infrastructure limitation, etc.). While this may bene-
fit coordination of overall agricultural development, it can also lead to
excessive concentration of investment decisions in the hands of the govern-
ment. This may allow a more rational use of scarce capital resources, but
if peasant-farmers are not involved at some stage of the process, they may
become alienated, jeopardizing the whole plan. Exclusive control of costly
investments by the peasants, on the other hand, may prove wasteful.

d) Type of Farming

The type of farming which a production cooperative undertakes depends
on three things: I) The available resources; 2) the goals of the enter-
prise; and 3) the regional stage of agricultural development. The question
of specialization or diversification, and the available agriculturaltechnology will also influence such a decision. Given the level presently
encountered in most of the developing nationis, a system of diversified
(rather than specialized) agriculture probably contributes more to the
overall development process.

5Cases of this kind could be an important capital investment which
would boost the general economy of the enterprise, allowing it to make
better use of some of its other resources. It can also be the case to
permit old members or dependents of former members to continue living on

the farm and receiving some type of income for their survival. All these
cases have to be very carefully analyzed to avoid situations which could
impair the institutional goals.
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A farm is defined as diversified when its organization includes
several crop and livestock enterprises which contribute significantly to

total income. The degree or level of diversification will depend on the
number of enterprises and on the maginitude of the contribution to total
income of each of the enterprises.

Specialization is defined as having only one or very few sources of
income. Although several enterprises may exist, most of them will be mainly
complementary to the leading one,

Some of the advantages commonly attributed to specialization are:

a) Increased output leading to decreased costs and increased profits;

b) Labor specialization resulting in higher productivity-

c) Development of expertise both in terms of the technology for
better and more efficient production and in terms of marketing channels;

d) Easier and faster training of new workers. This is especially
relevant when there are labor shortages or when a sophisticated operation
is performed. (Wine making, growing and packing fruit for export, poultry
operations, etc.)-

e) Less diversified maintenance skills and costs, thus freeing labor
and cash for other uses;

f) More routinized work, leaving more time available for other
activities, such as education or cultural programs and social events:

g) More specialized capital equipment with fuller use.

Diversification can take two forms: horizontal diversification, the
production of a number of commodities, and vertical diversification, which
refers to the carrjing out on the farm of several stages of production.
With a large enough farm, if resources are available, vertical diversifica-
tion may capture most of the advantages attributable to specialization.

Some of the reasons favoring diversification are the following:

a) Exogenous forces and circumstances cause diversification
spontaneously, such as climate, topography, and the generally seasonal
character of agriculture, all favoring diversification for a better use of
resources, both physical and human. The need to provide full-time employ-
ment to cooperative members is a strong incentive for diversification.

b) Diversification is one of the best means to reduce risk by broaden-
ing the economic base of the enterprise.

c) Diversification permits an adequate crop rotation, thus maintaining
soil fertility and preventing the attack of pests and diseases.

d) Given the inadequate sources of credit in LDCs, an important role
of diversification is the contribution it can make to a better cash flow
and general financing of the enterprise. This is important when credits are

expensive and hard to get, and when monthly advances are required to main-

tain the members and their families.
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e) A final point favoring diversification is the kind of flexibility
it provides Growrth of intermediate products (such as corn, oats, barley)
allows either immediate sale or conversion into other uroducts like hogs or
poultry. Vertical diversification and integration can make an important
contribution to employment and income while representing a move towards
gradual specialization in some products. For example, in fruit production
different seasonally complementary fruits may be grown (apples, plums,
cherries and peaches--horizontal diversification), harvested, graded, pro-
cessed and marketed (vertical integration and diversification).

From the point of view of labor management in a production cooperative,
the type of farming adopted will determine the possibility of operating at
full labor capacity. Diversified farming may also include smaller special-
ized groups, which can facilitate incentive systems and wage differentiation.

There are many analytical aids which can be used in trying to obtain
the best combination of enterprises, such as linear programming, budgeting,
or the analysis of farm records. The process of selection will normally
take longer and be harder in cooperative farming than on a private or a
state farm due to the advisability of involving members in- it. The know-
ledge and understanding peasant farmers can bring into the process must be
matched by the economic and technical information which management provides.

General membership discussion should cover a diversity of points, such as
labor use, financing, yields, inputs, marketing channels, income and service
to members, etc. Trade-offs have to be debated--profits versus employment;
capital needs for later expansion versus present advances and yearly income;
mechanization or incorporation of new members, etc.

A final comment regarding issues in cooperative farming has to be made
about the importance of collective action. The promotion of a cooperative
spirit and the creation and implementation of an adequate system of moral
and economic incentives are probably among the important elements for
cooperative success, and are a challenge to cooperative leadership. Special
devices such as elections and information meetings to maintain collective
action must be developed and institutionalized to avoid a falling off in
member participation.

The Management Function

Management as a professional discioline is a relatively new notion
which can be traced back to the early parts of the present century when the

concepts of scientific management were introduced by Frederick W. Taylor
(See Chapter II). In modern times management ,.and management functions have
become systematically analyzed and generally associated with the institu-
tional framework of organizations; more specifically, of corporations. Most
of the research and writing &bout management in the last half century has
been devoted to its analysis in the industrial process. Management in

arcluewieyidentified wtfamanget, has evolved mainly

around the institution of the family farm in the United States. Its
analysis, methodology ad recmeatos cleyasciedoth

Ameica frmeork h~e ot sualydealt with large-scale farms,
particularly of the cooperative kind which are seldom found in the United
States (except for some religious communities), in the absence of specific
research on cooperative farm management, and given the many advances which
have been made with management by social and behavioral scientists, the

careful use of their work and findings for the analysis of agricultural
enterprises seems advisable.
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Definitions of management vary (see Doll, Rhodes and West, p. 29, and
Raiph C. Davis, in J. F. Mee, p. 9); but in any case the notion implies a
process which uses resources (hiuman and physical) to execute a task neces-
sary to achieve certain objectives.

Henri Fayol, a Frenchman, in 1916 was the first to identify management
functions, classifying them as planning, organizing, commanding, coordinat-

ing, and controlling (see Mee). As the study of management developed, some
additions or modifications to these basic fumtions liave been made; in par-
ticular, the replacement of "commanding" by a somewhat different function

0 Itof "motivating and/or directing, more appropriate to cooperative farming.
Management fuu tions in a cooperative enterprise are the same as those

of any other type of organization of similar size and complexity. However,
the way in which those functions are carried out will be different due to
the special kind of relationship that exists between workers and management.
If management succeeds in its task of motivating membership to participate
actively in the operations, then management is in the hands of an elected
body restricted in its rights by those of the general assembly of members.
The manager then has a somewhat weaker and ambiguous position and will not
have the type of authority undisputed by labor whlich may be found in private
corporations or state agencies, where workers have little or no involvement
in the management process. Management under these conditions will need
special leadership Characteristics. Schiller has given so mach importance
to this factor, that according to him, it should limit the creation of pro-
duction cooperatives. "Since the question of management is of decisive
importance for the success of the common enterprise, one should proceed
with the introduction of cooperative farming only to the extent that capable
leadership is available" (Schiller, 1969, p. 3h; underlining is mine).
Schiller's position shows the importance of developing adequate leadership
training programs for cooperative farming in LDCs. In more advanced coun-

tries like France, Spain, or Germany, cooperative farming has gradually been
increasing, but only as natural leaders emerge locally to take over the
responsibilities of organizing the system.

1. Planning: Planning is the process of developing alternatives to
achieve selected goals. In cooperative farming, as in any agricultural en-
terprise, this stage calls for the elaboration of the production plan. A
detailed listing of the resources available, the different alternatives for
combination of crops and enterprises in such a way as to utilize efficiently
the scarce resources, and estimated income results which they may provide
to the members are some of the things which must be considered. Sources of
inputs and marketing alternatives will be very important for the accuracy
of costs, returns, and members' income estimates. Feedback between members(workers) and management is an important element during the planning process
in cooperative farms. In agriculture, unlike industry, there are some natu-
ral factors which may force plan changes at the last moment. A drought, ex-
cessive rain, or a plague may eliminate a crop from the plan and another one
must take its place rapidly to prevent income loss, necessitating speedy
adjustments and flexible mechanisms for planning and decision-making.

2. Organizing: This is the process by which resources are combined
to carry out approved plans by analyzing interrelationships among different
work activities. It is a very dynamic function. Guidelines exist, but

overall, management is responsible- for day-to-day operations and decisions,
the organizational framework, and the assignment of responsibilities
(either individually or to committees).
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Job descriptions are desirable, although this common practice in
industry is not always possible in agriculture due to the changing
character of job circustances. Cultivating corn or potatoes, which may be
done mechanically in one field, may need to be done manually in another
because the plants have grown faster or because the soil is not adequate
(it may be rocky or flooded, preventing the use of equipment). The manager
must know how work is best performed. As complexity increases, functional
organization and labor specialization become indispensible. Delegation of
authority or decentralization of decisionmaking will then be advisable to

facilitate the production process.

3. Coordination: Coordinating is closely related to organizing and
often performed simultaneously. This function is often incorporated into
the tasks of the organizing function in industrial management. In
agriculture however, coordination becomes especially important on large
farms where intensive production takes place. Mechanized equipment will be
needed in several places throughout the day. On large farms this may mean
locations 10 or 20 miles apart, so if adequate coordination is not present
heavy losses may occur. Labor needed for different activities during the
day must be adequately scheduled, and so, too, must water for irrigation,
which if not used opprtunely will be wasted in addition to causing damage
by flooding. The importance of coordination will, then, be dependent on
the size and complexity of the enterprise.

In cooperative farming these two functions--organizing and coordinat-
ing--are normally performed by the manager, and by those to whom he or the
management board has delegated authority. Due to the characteristics of
equality found in cooperative farming, whenever delegation is made to a
member, a clear description of his job and responsibility should be made
and communicated to the general membership to avoid conflicts which might
occur among members who may resent being "bossed around" by their peers.

4. Motivating: Although theoretically members know they are working
for their organization and therefore for themselves, the sense of "belong-
ing" and identification with an organization is not easily come by. The
motivating functioning is therefore geared to create and maintain the
interest and the desire of all the people in the organization in achieving
predetermined goals in accordance with approved plans. Leadership will be
a predominating factor, followed by the need for effective communication.

Orders management gives should have certain basic characteristics which
Flippo has stated as: "relevance, reasonableness, completeness, clarity,
courtesy and acceptability" (E. I. Flippo, p. 81). In cooperative farming,

positive motivation rather than negative (fear of pLnishment) shouhd prevail,not only because it helps build up the sense of belonging to the enterprise,
but also because management is in a weaker position to make use of ordinary
negative motivation techniques (lower salary, lose the job, lose status).

5. Controlling: Controlling involves the regulation of work
activitles so they meet the necessary standards and specifications as

plane. djutmnt tomet hefinal goals may call for a re-evaluation
of the plan and the introduction of important modifications. In order for
a controlling factor to operate, a set of standards against which to measure
the different tasks must be set. This practice, widely used in industry,
is hard to implement in agriculture due to the many interr elationships

among variables, some already discussed in the secticn on organizing.
Nevertheless, standards can be formulated.
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In intensified agriculture, planting and harvesting periods must be
closely followed in multi-cropping; so must sanita:ry practices in fruit
production. Time and quality of jobs like sheep shearing, tractor plowing
(varying according to type and depth of soil) and potato harvesting can be
determined and performance measured against them. Job description and
standards may be used in the elaboration of the payment system (or advances)
which is adopted. They will also be useful in the preparation of an
incentive system for the organization. However, standards should be volun-
tarily adopted by members. Managers will often face the conflict between
popularity and disciples. Probably the best way to deal with this problem
is for management to build up a group of committees which will be jointly
responsible with management for the elaboration of standards and the control
of performance in work.

6. ExtPrnal Activities

A key element in the success or failure of production cooperatives is
the institutional framework within which they operate, and more specifical-
ly, the kind of support system they can rely on. Where cooperative farming
is a government-promoted policy, other complementary measures must be taken
to ensure that they are able to operate efficiently and successfully. When
cooperative farming grows spontaneously, as is now the case in some of the
European countries, adequate legislation and other measures will be needed
to allow the system to operate competitively within the general economic
framework. 6

Management generally takes direct responsibility for most external
activities.7 Some of the more important external activities of management

6Government action should not indiscriminately protect the cooperative
structure, but rather provide the institutional framework enabling
cooperatives to operate as other organizations, In France, for example,
legislation on cooperatives was designed for the marketing of produce, and
their regulations were not suitable for the problems of joint production
(membership numbers, regulated withdrawal of contributions, etc.). To allow
the GAEC's operation, legislation in 1960, 1962, 1964 and 1966 was enacted.In Spain, similar problems were encountered for the implementation of group
farming attempts in the earlier years. Several regulations were dictated
gradually, but it was the Act of February llth, 1969, which laid the ground-
work for the expansion of the movement (OECD, 1972). In Chile, during the
early years of the land reform program of the Frei government, asentamientos
were de facto societies which were not able to obtain credit because theycould not meet the legal reQuirements. Even after the asentamiento was •

legally recognized, banking regulations did not allow them to benefit from
special loan funds for agricultural promotion. The author visited several
asentamientos in 1967 and 1968 with a team of economists and lawyers from
the Central Bank to explain operating procedures so the Bank could make
adjustments permitting the asentamientos to operate through "prestamos con
presupuesto de caja" (special cash-flow type loans) and to obtain agricul-
ture loans at low interest.

'This does not imply that the manager acts alone in the representation
of the cooperative enterprise. On many occasions he will act jointly with
other officials, as would be the case when credits are secured and for which
-- depending on the size--the President's and the Treasurer's signaturewIll be
required.
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which can be mentioned are: official representation of the enterprise,
financing, marketing, and obtaining access to new technology.

a) Officialrerersentation of the enternrise. This activity takes a
substantial amotut of the management team's time, particularly that of the
manager.8  An adequate handling of relations with national or local agencies
is important because it influences both the image and the kind of treatment
received from external institions.

b) Financing'. This is probably one of the most important management
activities. Internally, it covers accounting and budgeting, of which more
will be said later. Externally, it includes acquiring funds from various
sources of credit to obtain and to pay loans for short-run needs or long-run
investment, It means dealing with local banks or with the major government
agencies where the main sources for investment are usually obtained. It
means dealing with the supplier from whom credit must be secured, or with
the purchaser of output. from whom rapid payment must be obtained. Mis-
handling of the cash flow may lead to a temporary financial embarrassment,9

which, even when not serious, may very well put the whole operation in
jeopardy due to the mistrust it instills in members.

c) Market n. Marketing deals in both inflows and outflows. Con-
tinued market information is an inflow, and should enable the enterprise
to make the best use of different alternatives. Another inflow is the
supply of inputs for the proposed production plan. The sale of output is
probably the activity with which marketing is mostly identified. The
marketing channels available to the cooperative are of special importance
because they may influence the possibility of vertical integration,10

expanding employment opportunities, or adding to sources of income. Inte-
gration into specialized, one-.product marketing cooperatives is one option.
In this case, the institution (wheat, rice or corn cooperative) does most of
the handling or direct selling of the product in the wholesale and retail
market. Retail marketing is fairly comnon in vegetables, especially in

80fficial representation covers such wide areas as inauguration of the
town's football field, lecturing about the cooper"ativeand its activities.
briefing bank officials on the enterprise's operations, etc.

9Some common types of financial erbarrassment which may take place
are: a delay in the payment of members' advances; a delay to pay suppliers,
who may complain to members, thus giving the impression of not meeting com-

mitments; and the need to postpone payment of bank loans. While these may
occur due to an inaccurate cash flow, they may also be dUe to unfulfilled
commitments by third parties which affect the cooperative venture. Good
understanding by members of the reasons causing this situation and the
measures to solve them will help avoid critical situations.

lOA distinction must be made at this point between marketing channels
and the market. Producers do not face consumer demand directly. They

commonly face the demand of intermediaries, and it is in this sense that
marketing channels influence the possibilities for vertical integration.
If the production cooperative has channels open to reach consumers directly,
it may engage on in-of arm processes such as grading and packing for retail

distribution. If this is not the case, then producers will sell their out-
put to wholesalers as harvested, meeting only some quality specifications.
Integration, then, will not be possible.
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farms close to large urban centers.

d) The Search for New Technology. A final important management
activity, which some authors have included as a function in the management
process (J. F. Mee, p. 68) is the search for technical innovation to
intensify agricultural production. Aggressiveness and caution are both
necessary in the search for better options.

7. internal. Activities

In cooperative farming, internal activities are especially relevant,
furnishing not only the means to earn a living, but also the vehicle through
which members exercise their ownership rights and responsibilities. Manage-
ment therefore has to be sure to involve members in different internal sub-
functions.

Some Internal Activities are:

a) Organization of Work. Final farm output depends on how well things
are planned, organized and done. Work is also a potential source of dis-
content or satisfaction. The basis for an adequate organization is a well-
elaborated and realistic production plan, detailing possibilities in tech-
nology, inputjcultivation practices, incentives work assignments, ,etc.;

b) Maintaining Financial Records. Records of all financial activity of
the enterprise must be accurately kept, including detailed-accounts of debts
incurred and credits granted, a cash flow chart, and records of members'
accounts.1l The pattern of income distribution to be followed should be
clear and well explained to members, thus avoiding false expectations which
may end up as grievances against management. Financial information to the
general assembly should be carried out on a regular basis.

c) Coordination and Control. The coordination of internal activities
is important to ensure good use of available resources. To perform this
activity, management needs to have a good knowledge of (and be experienced
in) the tasks to be undertaken. Use of tables and schedules with the
earliest and latest dates on which the different tasks may take place will be
valuable for all three subfunctions- organization, coordination and control.
Responsibilities may be assigned and clearly delineated. Deficiencies may be

llThe internal financing of members will not be difficult; the most
common system is for each one to have a charge account with the cooperativewhich is balanced once or twice a year, according to crop sales and account
audits. Attention must be called, though, to the special care with which
these accounts receivable must be handled, because they may become a source
of one of the largest drainages of funds, and later a cause of internal
conflict when members find themselves in debt even after their share of
income has been credited. Members must realize that the higher incomes they
can obtain from an efficient and successful farming 6peration must not be
geared only to allow for increases in their consumption levels, but must also
serve the purpose of contributing to the necessary capital formation.



rapidly overcome, and later adjusted for future operations. Gradually, all
three activities should move as a set of gears.

d) Member Education., Membership education is important not only for
technological aspects, but also to group harmony. As part of this sub-
function one may well include the working rules used to judge and discipline
members. Discipline requires the creation of a mechanism to carry it out.
Management should not take on the burden of this responsibility alone, but
should use an elected committee with wide representation for this purpose.

e) Internal Communications. Internal communications is important
in cooperative farming to build. up esprit de corps and maximum member
involvement and responsibility. Regular meetings and elections may be seen
as devices to promote member participation. Information feedback flows from
management to members and vice versa; if not done regularly, grieVancesmay
accumulate, Adequate flow of communications will also improve the speed and
effectiveness with which the organization can react to crisis Situations.

Th'e.. '1na~e1.

After considering management functions and activities, it can be seen
that the manager is a key element in the successful operation and prosper-
ity of the enterprise. It is the qualifications of the manager that make
the difference in production between two enterprises with similar resources.
In interdependent organizations, workers are productive only as management--
and the manager--equips them and coordinates the work of an individual with
his fellow workers.

In cooperative farming, due to its special characteristics, the manager
will need several distinctive features, among which leadership, flexibility
and adequate training can be emphasized. (Raup, Dec. 1969, p. 1276.), The
manager's background and personal experience will influence his understand-
ing of the job and his ability to perform it; but in general, if the
person has some basic qualifications, he may be trained for the job.

Training of cooperative management personnelshould be distinctively
geared to operating a complex organization dedicated to agricultural pro-
duction and worked by its member-owners. The kind of training to be devised
is beyond the scope of this presentation, but it can be stated that in
general it depends on the background and educational level of the trainees,
on their experience, on their perception of their role, and on their natural
leadership abilities. The availability of auxiliary personnel and the kind
and amount of external support systems in different areas of activity will
also influence a management training program.

Managers are not always hired; they may be appointed by the government
(a veryg common practice in the initial years of most of the systems); or
elected by members (more characteristic of older schemes or those emerging
in advanced countries where members have higher educational levels). The
manner by which a person is selected to fill a manager's position is impor-
tant. Commons opposes the election method for choosing a manager:...,p ... .the
cooperatives /could not! elect the businessman who could master the intri-
cacies of the markets. The successful businessman cannot be elected
repeatedly by popular vote. He elects himself out of the struggles of com-
petition and the rivalries for promotion" (Commons, 193h, p. 757). Election

by popular vote does seem, then, to be the best method.

The selection of an appointed manager will be influenced by the
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perception of the manager's role. Appointments may be influenced by
political considerations.1 2 Too much emphasis may be placed on a single
skill--a good accountant is-not necessarily a good leader nor a good
manager, neither is a human relations specialist. The Yugoslav system has
a selection committee formed by representatives of the enterprise, national
and local government. In any case, an appropriate mechanism for manager
selection is a basic element in the promotion of production cooperatives.

In developing nations, where cooperative farming is being created as
part of an agricultural development and reorganization process, this report
recommends having outsiders as managers because usually peasant members do
not have necessary skills to-perform the job efficiently, and also because
very often the government wants to maintain control. The way in which the
manager gets his position and the way in-which his salary is paid have an
important effect on the way in which he tackles his job and the manner in
which he will be looked upon by those he has to direct and lead.
Unfortunately national leaders often issue sweeping directives which lack
the flexibility required to cope with varying situations in diverse
communities.

The manager who gets his job without member participation is in a
difficult leadership position. Very often he sees his source of legitimacy
in those who appointed him and not in the members who should in reality hold
the power and sanction the authority of the manager. This does not neces-
sarily mean that a manager placed by outside powers will always fail. If he
has a clear perception of his role, adequate training, and a willingness to
transfer his power into the hands of those who legitimately should have it--
the peasant member-owners--he can succeed. Leadership involves a delicate
balance among three factors or forces: 1) the forces in the manager himself
(his value system, the confidence in his subordinates or collaborators, his
natural inclination to leadership, and the feeling he has of the control of
the situation); 2) the forces in his subordinates or collaborators, their
sense of responsibility, their interest, knowledge and experience in the
work at hand, their participation in decision making); 3) the forces in the
situation (type of organization, effectiveness of the group involved and the
types of problems to be solved). 1 3

1 2political consideration in the appointment of managers is probably

among the best known.criticisms of the system, from the days of Soviet
collectivization up to the present date. In Peru this has been one of the
main sources of discontent among the workers in the sugar plantations taken
over by the land reform. In Chile, the replacement of professionals by non-
technical appointees whose only qualification seems to be militancy in
the right party of the coalition in power, has been publicly denounced in
1971 by several professonlal associations, and by peasant organizations.

1 3 For a more detailed elaboration of these forces and leadership style,
see Tannenbaum and Schmidt ; for other sources on leadership and leadership
style, see Golembiewski, Koontz and O'Donnell, L.F. Carter, Filley and
House, Selznick, Litterer.
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It is up to the manaager to t ry and maintain an equilibrium between these
forces, while . .ostring member involvement and participation so they can

gradually take a more important role inthe operation.
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CHNPTER IV: NEW FORMS OF COOPERATIVE FARMIING IN AGRICULTURAL
DEVELOPMENT: THE ASENTAMIENTO AND THE UJAMAA

In the 1960s many countries reorganizing their agricultural sectors
or trying to improve them searched for new ways to organize their production
units. The cost and difficulties of a family far-m pattern, on the one
hand, and the difficulties and commonly recognized inefficiencies in some
aspects of state farms, on the other, turned the interest of policymakers
more and more towards cooperative farms.

In response to this interest, the asentamiento emerged out of the
Chilean land reform, and the Ujemaa was originated by policies to reorganize
Tanzania's agriculture after independence. While both represent a new and
original organization created to-deal with the specific problems of each
country and each situation, it is possible to find in them some influences
which ma be traced back to experiences with older models of cooperative
farming. A comparative analysis of these new models with the older ones
will be made in the following chapter.

The Asentamiento

1. Introduction

Land reform was a major issue in the 1964 political campaign of
Eduardo Frei, who in September of that year was elected President of the
Republic of Chile. As expected, an important part of his governentJ s effort
was oriented towards the implementation of a legal land reform that would
conform to the national democratic tradition. Part of the new approach to
the land reform was the creation of an intermediate stage between expropria-
tion and the assignment of the land to new owners. This stage has been
called the Asentamiento.

The following pages will try to give a view of how the system operated
between 1965 and 1968. The present study is based on observation of the
Asentamientos in the fourth zone of the Land Reform Agency (Corporaci6n de
la Reforma Agraria--CORA), which is responsible for the province of
Santiago. This province is of great importance in the overall land reform
process because it contains the nation's capital city which holds about
one.-third of the country's total population. The climate, good quality of
the soils, irrigation conditions, and nearness to principal marketing
centers, make this region one of the best in the country for agricultural
production.

On October 30, 1968)the responsibilities of CORA in the fourth zone
included the following: of a total irrigated area of 240,490 hectares in
the province, CORA expropriated 131 farms with a total irrigated surface of

1 See LTC paper (forthcoming), Boguslaw Galeski, "Prospects for
Collective Farming," and Chapters 2 and 3 in the author's original Ph.D.
thesis, "Management in Cooperative Farming," Departments of Agricultural
Economics and Business, University of Wisconsin, Madison, 1972, for a dis-.
cussion of older models of cooperative farming.
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26,965 Has. or 11.21 percent of the total. By December 31, 1968, there were
79 Asentamientos operating on 22,459.5 Has. of irrigated land and 292,022
hectares of dry land,

The beneficiaries of these expropriations were 2,415 peasant families.
(CORA, 1969)

2. Definition and Objectives

The Asentamiento is defined by law as the "initial and transitory stage
of social and economic organization of the peasants in which lands
expropriated by the Land Reform Agency (CORA) are worked during the period
lasting from the moment of material takeover of the land until its assign-
ment according to the article N-67 of the law t" (Law 16,640, Art. 66)2

The main objectives of this intermediate structure are the following:

1) To work the land comprised by the Asentamiento efficiently,
improving its production with the assistance provided by the
Land Reform Agency.

2) To prepare and train the asentados so they may assume, at the
end of the Asentamiento, the full responsibility of agricultural
owners and entrepreneurs.

3) To orient and impel the development of the community, promoting
the preparation, creation and strength of its cooperatives and
basic organizations.

4) To promote the capitalization of the asentados, attempting to
use higher incomes principally for that purpose.

5) To build the minimum infrastructure required for development of
the family and community life of the asentados and future owners,
and also the necessary infrastructure for the normal, actual and
future exploitation ofrthe farm (Law 16,640o, Art. 66),

To fulfill its legal objectives on each farm, an independent Land
Reform Agricultural Corporation (Sociedad Agricola de Reforma Agraria-SARA)
was created as alegal entity in which CORA (as the owner of the land and
water) and the peasants (as the providers of labor and agricultural
implements) work together towards the achievement of these goals.

At the end of each agricultural year, a distribution of productionprofits is made among the partners through a procedure explained below.

3. Or.iain

When a farm is expropriated by CORA, the owner receives a prior legal

notice and the peasants living on the farm receive an oral notice from one

2Thislwi still in force toa and it is being used by the present
Allende government. Some interpretations of the law are, however, different

from the ones of the previous government, giving rise to strong political
debates.
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of CORA's employees in the region.

Once the farm is legally handed over by its previous owner to the
agency, the organization process of the Asentamiento reaches its decisive
stage. Information on each of the families living on the farm is gathered
and a list of all those who according to the regulations may join the
Asentamiento is made known during the first week.

To be accepted as "asentado" (member of the Asentamiento)-the follow-
ing requirements have to be met: a) One must be a peasant. A person is
recognized as such when he has been an agricultural worker or employee, a
tenant, or a sharecropper. Any person holding a university degree is not
qualified, 3  b) One must be married or responsible for the support of a
family as the head of it. c) One must be more than 18 years of age. d) One
must have a certificate of character. 4  e).One must have the capacity for
agricultural work.

Every person fulfilling these requirements is entitled to participate
if he is willing to do so. The Asentamiento is a voluntary association of
all the peasants, with CORA, who cultivate the farm. No one is forced to
stay or leave, as long as he accepts the rules that will set the Asentamien-
to into action and regulate its performance.

If the farm is big enough to provide work, and later ownership, for
more peasants than those actually living on it at the moment of the expro-
priation, neighboring peasants who fulfill the requirements and are in-
terested in joining the Asentamiento are invited to join. The procedure
used in the Talagante area (of the fourth zone) was to have a list of
completed applications on file in CORA's office. Agency officials did no
more than check the data provided in the applications and then turn them
over to the provisional board of the Asentamiento (or to the official mana-
gement board if it occurred after the elections). They, through conversa-
tions with the candidates, decided which ones would be accepted. This was
done to avoid bringing in people who might have completely different social
values than the rest of the community, and who later could be a cause of
conflict.

Then, as elsewhere, once the names of all those participating in the
Asentamiento are known, the date for the election of the peasants who will
constitute the management board is settled. This normally occurs in the
first 10 days after the official inauguration of the farm.

3This point deserves special attention because in the previous land
reform law No. 15,020 of 1963 there was a system for the assignment of land
in which special points were given to all agriculture-related professionals.
This gave them an advantage over the peasants or farm workers in the acquisi-
tion of land. This procedure was revoked in the 196T law which is more
oriented towards facilitating the access of peasants to the land.

hA certificate of character is issued by the identification and police
department and lists any convictions that the person has had. It is
commonly required in different legal procedures or when a person wishes to
obtain an identity -card, passport, driver's license, etc.
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Election day has a special meaning for peasants because it marks their
official entrance into the process that will allow them to become owners of
the land which they normally have worked for years and sometimes genera-
tions.

Because of illiteracy among some of the peasants, a special system is
used for the election. From among the peasants approved to join the
Asentamiento, a number of candidates are suggested to the committee presid-
ing over the election (formed by two peasants named "a viva voz" by the
group and one CORA official). Each of the candidates is represented by a
figure like those presented in Chart No.iOne by one the peasants are
called to sign the act of constitution of the Asentamiento and to vote (in
a separate room) by secret ballot.

The system, except for the figures, is almost identical to that
followed in the regular national elections. After all have voted, the
votes are counted. Those with the five highest number of votes form the
management board. They immediately meet and decide which of the two persons
who ..obtained the two highest number of votes will be the president of the
Asentamiento. Then the places of vice president, secretary and treasurer
are filled. CORA's official) while present'at this meeting, acts only as
an advisor and he cannot decide or participate in the nomination for the
distribution of these posts.

The results are made public and two peasants are designated to be part
of the grading committee (see p.'h7). A traditional celebration of the
event follows.

The general assembly has no further official activity until the
following year, when it hears the report of the management board and part .4
cipates in a new election for the leaders of that year. Extraofficially,

though, the management board usually calls for assembly meetings in which it
informs members about the operation of the Asentamiento and general reasons
for the action taken.

4. The Management Board

The management board is responsible for all activities of the
Asentamiento, ranging from the agricultural exploitation to the transporta-
tion needs of school children. It is presided over by the president of the
Asentamiento, who is usually in charge of coordinating all activities. It
normally meets once a week and in the initial period a CORA official
attends. The meetings commonly last from five or six in the evening until
midnight. Minutes of each meeting are taken and in some areas a copy is
sent weekly to the area chief as a way to maintain permanent information on
progress made and in some instances as an accelerated process of consulta-
tion or application for required inputs. ..

To increase the participation of all peasants in the managerial pro-
cess, the board forms different committees. The number of them depends on
the size of the farm, the number of families, the principal crops, etc. In
charge of each committee is a member named by the board. Common committees
are : irrigation, finance, machinery, welfare , livestock, vegetables, etc.

The first step of the management board is to work out a fully detailed

production plan and budget that 'permits the best possible use of the
Asentamiento's resources. The peasants first list the crops they know best,
and outline their requirements--which soils are best for each of them, what
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the normal seeding period is, how many hectares they think they can work,
etc. After this outline is made the board will analyze the plan with the
help of special tables prepared by CORA agronomists to provide the peasants
with information regarding costs and returns for each crop. This informa-
tion facilitates the work of the board in choosing among alternative crops
with similar requirements but with different returns that would change the
income of the asentados. Tables No. 1 and No. 2 are examples of what is
used.

The production plan is usually explained to the general assembly.
Discussion of the plan is often lengthy, with members through questions or
suggestions making a complete analysis of the effect of this working program
on the community as a whole. Changes may be introduced. A definite plan,
known and approved by all or by the majority of the aseembly results from
the meeting. After this step is completed, the plan and its corresponding
budget are signed by board members and sent to CORA for revision and alloca-
tion of annual inputs and funds. CORA's budget, in turn, is based on an
aggregation of the needs of the Asentamientos and its own normal operating
expenses.

Coordination of the production plan is achieved via a progress chart
filled-out weekly after board meetings.5 This provides a better distribu-
tion of labor, machinery, and other resources, and it is of special im-
portance when new techniques and improved production practices have been
adopted by the asentados.

Although agricultural production is recognized by all as an essential
part of the Asentamiento, it is by no means the only factor in the land
reform process. The social effect of self-direction and natural community
development is also very important. It is in this field that major accom-
plishments may often be observed. Education is an especially important
activity; education to reach more children, special programs for adult
illiteracy, sports, folklore, women's groups to discuss care of children,
sewing and the participation of women in the Asentamiento, etc.

The management board has an unquestionable role of leadership within
the Asentamiento, and on many occasions the performance of the system is
closely tied to the quality of the peasants selected as leaders of the
community and also to the advisory role fulfilled by CORA's staff.

5. Tye of Ex ploitation

There are three possible types of exploitation: Individual, communal
or a combination of both.

Individual: The peasant receives from the board a fixed area (normally
I or 2 hectares) that he is supposed to cultivate with one crop already

5 These forms were prepared by CORA's area agronomists and distributed
to all the Asentamientos. The use of these forms and the possible benefits
of them were discussed with each management board, which would appoint one
of its members--usually the secretary--to keep them up to date. Most of
the forms used to control the production plan were fairly simple and were

posted on bulletin boards for easy access.
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TALE NO. 1

Summary of Estimated Profit per Hectare of
Different Crops and the.Estimated

Periods of Income Receipts

Profit/Ha.E* Months-
MJJ A SON DJF

454
454
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Potatoes
Early Potatoes
Dry Beans
Green Beans
Watermelon
Melons
Squash
Sunflower
Peas
Lima Beans

Pastures:
Clover /Alf alf a
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Clover/Alfalfa

(Established)

Veetables:
Tomatoes
Onions
Cabbage
Celery
Carrot
Lettuce

733
2,5446
3,234
1,952
(150)1,069

1,139
1,159
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636
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646
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xxx
xxxx x
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the year column.

marked with an x in the.months of

Source: CORA, Talagante Area,, Department of Production and Marketing.
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TABLE NO. 2

Table of Inputs and Expenses per Hectare

Early Potatoes

1. Seeds: 35 sacks at E* 51.....................E* 1,785

2. Fertilizers:
Nitrate: 300 Kgs. at E* .33.................99
Superphosphate: 300 Kgs. at E* .45. ............. 135

3. Use of Machine -(per hour):
Plow: 3 hrs. tractor at E* 206..............60
Harrow: 1.5 hrs. tractor at E* 20. ............ 30
Plow: 3 hrs. tractor at E* 20................60
Harrow: 1.5 hrs. tractor at E* 20. ............ 30
Plow: 3 hrs. tractor at E* 20................ 60
Harrow- 1.5 hrs. tractor at E* 20. ............ 30

Internal Transportation:
1hr. tractor-at E* 20... ,..................... 20

4. Pesticides:
Insecticide to soil: 4 Kgs. of Aldrin at E* 13. ....... 52
Insecticide to plants: 2 Kgs at E* 10............ 20

2 Kgs. at E*34............ .68

5. Freight:
To the Asentamiento: 3,404 Kgs. at E* .035. ........... 119
Produce to the market: 20,000 Kgs. at E* .035 ...... 700

6. Containers:
Sacks: 250 at E* 2.10...................525
Cord: 2.5 Kgs. at E* 14 .................. 35

7. Labor: :47 Man/days at E* 10 ................. 470

Months: Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.
Man/days: - 8 5 10 20

Total Expenditures of 1 hectare of early potatoes, E* 4,298
Total Gross Income 1 ha. of potatoes (250 sacks

at E* 25................................. . .. 6,250
Estimated Profit per Hectare ........................... 1,952

Source: CORA: Talagante Area, Department of Production and Marketing
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decided by the production plan. The location of this area in the field
(potrero) is determined by a raffle among all those sowing the field. All
the inputs used by the peasant in the cultivation are charged to his personal
account, and when his crop is sold, all the returns are credited to him. A
deduction is also made for CORA's participation. This will be explained.

Communal: All the expenses and returns made by the crop are part
of the exploitation of the farm, and will contribute to final profit or loss
of the operation. The decisions concerning the attention of the crop are
made by the-management board. The main difference between the systems is
that in individual exploitation the crop is the full responsibility of the
peasant, and the amount of return will depend on his ability, the quality of
his work, and the market prices at harvest time.

The decision of what system to adopt will depend largely on the capacity
of the group to work the crops planned effectively. The kind of crop to be
cultivated will also influence the decision. For example, on one Asentamien-
to where there was only one skilled person to cultivate vegetables, the crop
was communal and this peasant was in charge of the committee that did all
the work on the vegetables. In a way he was the teacher of his companions.
On another Asentamiento where most of the peasants were skilled in vegetable
production the crops were individually exploited.

The most common situation is that the peasants choose a combination of
the two types of exploitation. Communal production is used for extensive
crops like wheat, barley, or pastures. More intensive crops like vegetables,
or row crops such as potatoes, beans, peas, and corn will be individual.
This is not, however, a fixed rule, and the Asentamiento structure is flex-
ible enough to allow what is considered best by the participants.

CORA's role in this decision is, as in many others, that of an adviser,
pointing out the advantages and disadvantages in each case. CORA has
usually encouraged the communal system, especially for extensive crops, but
it has not forced the peasants towards that decision.

6. Relations of the Asentamiento with CORA

It is evident from the' above discussion that CORA's performance is of
great importance. The relationship of the Land Reform Agency to the
Asentamiento has two aspects: that of adequate and timely.supply of inputs
and cash credit, and that of general assistance in the operation of the Asen-
tamiento.

1. Supply of inputs and funds.

The basis for this is the production plan and budget. CORA, aamajo
purchaser, exercises its bargaining power to obtai better conditions for
the peasants. Direct imports of fertilizer and ome pesticidesl, and large
volume purchases of seeds like wheat, hybrid corn and beans, have allowed
the agency to supply these inputs at prices ranging from 10 to 30 percent
less than current market prices. For the purchase of some types ....of seed
like potatoes and vegetables, the agency asks the asentados to participate
in the acquiring process. The peasants name delegates who, together with
the CORA representative, inspect the different seeds and select the ones to
be purchased. The inputs are sent to the Asentamento on credit, to be paid

at the end of the agricultural year. In some cases, the Asentamientos
obtain cash to buy their inputs directly, or they obtain direct credit
services from the sellers. This last procedure has been encouraged on the



more efficient Asentamientos and has increased as the sellers observe the
stability and good performance of the peasants.

Funds are supplied monthly, according to the yearly budget, and adjusted
if necessary. Funds are used for the payment of operating expenses and also
for the advance that is given to the asentados for their monthly needs.
The amount of this advance, which is equal for all members, is determined
at the beginning of the year by the peasants of each of the Asentamientos,
usually in accordance with possibilities appearing in the production plan--
a good method of teaching financial responsibility to the peasants. The
amount paid in advance has been generally 50 percent higher than the
minimum wage fixed by the government for agricultural workers. The advance,
comes on a per day basis and is charged to the personal account that each
asentado has in SARA (Sociedad Agricola de Reforma Agraria). The total sum
is deducted at the end of the year. The monthly budget (income and expen-
ses) is examined by the finance committee, which reports to the board on
current vs. projected progress.

2. General Assistance.

Accounting services are among the most important provided by CORA. In
every Asentamiento a cashier, generally hired from off the farm, is in
charge of- the bookkeeping and handling of the money. He is trained and con-
trolled by CORA's accounting department staff, and is a member of the
finance committee of the Asentamiento. All funds are handled through a
joint checking account which the president and the cashier sign together.
All accounting records are kept on the farm and audited monthly, providing
the information required to work out the yearly balance.6

Another important service is community development. Surveys indicate
group interests, and specialists help the asentados transform this interest
into action, working with the basic organizations of the peasant community.
Pre-cooperative education is a topic of great importance in these programs
because a cooperative organization will follow the Asentamiento once owner-
ship is assigned. In many cases the peasants had already received some
training in this area through the action of the Institute of Rural Educa-
tion, a private organization which has greatly contributed to the achieve-
ment of better social conditions observed on many Asentamientos.

Infrastructural needs are also met by CORA to some extent. These needs
are discussed with CORA's area chief who participates in CORA's interdis-
ciplinary committee for regional planning. A complete area program
determines the long-run requirements of the Asentamientos and distributes
appropriate infrastructure as best as possible.

Technical assistance for agricultural production is one of the principal
areas of assistance, and because of its importance in the measurable aspects
of the land reform process, special effort is concentrated on it. Peasants
are informed about better methods of cultivation and visit other farms and

6The system of accounting to prepare the yearly balances has not

worked as expected due to CORA's excessive centralization creating great
peasant discontent.
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experimental stations to see them applied. Daily sessions with full infor-
mation on one important crop are held on one farm, and field demonstrations
on various Asentamientos throughout the zone allow the asentados to observe
modern techniques and the benefits of their adoption. Results of this

effort are seen in the immediate adoption of some methods in the production
process, in better yields obtained at the end of the year, and in innova-
tions incorporated in the production plan for the following years.

.Y earlyBalance ad Income Distribution

As discussed earlier, asentados receive a per day advance monthly whichj

together with the value of inputs and credits for capitalization)are charged

to their personal account. In addition, a balance is made at the end of the
agricultural year to determine the results of the operation and distribute
profits among the partners (CORA and the peasants).

Pre-determined monthly payments present no problem. Profit distribu-
tion, in contrast, represents one of the most serious problems faced by CORA
in its relations with the Asentamiento. Accounting systems now in operation
usually have failed to provide timely and adequate information for the final
yearly balance sheet and income statement which are thus often delayed more
than a year. Reasons for this failure were not clear. As Warner points
out (Warner, p. 43),there are many reasons to explain why administrators
operate without appropriate feedback, among them lack Of knowledge about
the adequate measurement of goals and the need for adequate feedback.
Another reason is the underlying feeling that this information poses a
threat to CORA and its program because it may become the basis for the re-

allocation of resources by external decision-makers. An interaction among
these three reasons is probable, especially when working with a newly
created system. Whatever the causes, the delay in preparing the balance
sheets, which prevents the peasants from knowing their real situation, has
been a great hindrance to CORA's action.

Basically, the determination of the yearly balance is made as follows:
CORA has provided all the inputs and cash funds needed for the exploitation
of the farm. Products are sold as production advances, and on April 30 of
each year the fiscal year is closed. All the income from production sold,
warehoused products, livestock existence, etc., constitute the assets of
the operation for that year. The inputs used. and all the operating
expenses constitute the Asentamiento's liabilities. The difference between
the two indicates the profit (or loss) of the yearly operation. Of this
profit, CORA receives between 5 percent and 25 percent depending on the
Asentamiento. On those Asentamientos where much 'work is needed to get the
land in working condition because it had been abandoned, the percentage is
lower to allow the peasants a higher return for the extra work invested.
CORA's part of the profit is reinvested in the farm.7

TThe reinvestment of profits has been primarily related to the availab-

ility of outside government funds for investments, but it is not considered
in making investment decisions. That is, investments will be made if deemed
necessary by CORA, even if no profits were made. Accounting procedures
when ownership is assigned will have to clear up the application of this
policy.
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The remainder is distributed among peasants according to the followIng
system: the total number of days worked during the year on the Asentamiento
is divided into the peasant's part of the profit and a profit figure per day
of work is obtained. To get the income of the asentado, the profit per day
figure is multiplied by the total number of days the asentado worked during
the year.8  This simple distribution of income is followed on the farm
where all the crops have been cultivated under communal exploitation. On
farms where both systems are used the peasant will receive his income from
two sources--from his contribution of days to communal crop hiring and from

his individual plot. The sum of these two incomes give the peasant's total
yearly gross income. All advances and credits given him are deducted, and
his net income is determined.

If the balance is in favor of the asentado he will receive that sum, and
if it is in favor of the Land Reform Agricultural Corporation (SARA) his
negative balance will be carried over to the following year. The negative
balance found in the personal account of the peasant does not affect the
total income which he received, and it will generally be due to heavy
capitalization credits that have been charged to his personal account. This
often occurs in the first year of the Asentamiento when the peasant has
requested special capitalization credits to obtain the animals and equipment
needed to work the land and improve his living conditions to some extent.
Horses, plows, implements, tools, corrugated iron sheets, etc., are some of
the items most commonly found in the personal accounts.

At the completion of the Asentamiento period, the total value of the
farm being sold to the peasants has to be determined. All investments in
the farm during this period are added to the expropriation value of it, and
this total amount is to be paid by all the peasants receiving ownership in
yeasly installments over a period of 30 years.

8. Grading Committee

The grading committee is formed by three persons: two peasants elected
by the general assembly and one CORA official who has been in close con-
tact with the Asentamiento and its members.

Grading takes many factors into account: member participation in
community organizations and activities, quality of work on communal crops,
degree of work responsibility, production capacity demonstrated on indivi-
dual crops (soil preparation, seeding time, weed control, irrigation
methods, final yields, etc.).

On several Asentamientos grading is done every three months and made
known to all the workers so everyone has an idea of their estimated
performance. This gives those with a poor performance the chance to improve
in the following months. If an asentado does extremely badlY. the management
board, based on the report of the grading committee, may suggest his expul-
sion from the Asentamiento. A special, extraordinary meeting of the general

8 Normally all the asentados receive the same income per day of work
based on the profit of the operation. In only one case among those

observed, a special bonus of production, meaning a higher income, was paid.
This was in the case of a person in charge of the winemaking process which
requires day and night controls and highly specialized skills.
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assembly has to hear both sides and approve or reject the measure, If
expulsion is rejected, usually conditions wll be set with which the asentado
has to comply if he wants to stay. At the end of the year, the final report
of the grading committee, besides being presented to the members, is sent to
CORA,which uses it to determine priority when ownership is to be assigned.

Great controversies arise yearly around the need for a grading committee.
Up to now, peasants agree it should exist because they recognize the need for
selection and the existence of a procedure to eliminate those who may later

become a drag on the community. But certainly they would prefer that thistask be done entirely by COPA,. The agency, though, is not willing to accept

such a burden, and besides, gralding by peasants appears to be contributing
to their full responsibility in the process of land reform. As an example
of the acceptance of this mechanism it is possible to look at the figures
for the Talagante area, where from 11 Asentamientos operating on April 30,
1968, nine reported the grading done for the year on time. The two Asenta-
mientos that were reluctant to do the work had poor performance due mainly
to a lack of responsibility on the part of the asentados.

General experience has shown that in most cases the peasants have been
able to perform serious and-mature work accepted by the wide majority of the
community.

9. A Tentative Evaluation

Any process involving socio-economic change, as is the case of land
reform, will have various sets of goals, tangible and intangible, short run
and long run. This variety makes the evaluation process complex and
difficult.

Because of the differences existing among Asentamientos, measurements of
the accomplishment of the social goals for a zone as a whole are very
difficult. Evaluation turns then to the area of production, which is a
relatively simple, way to measure what has been achieved.

Warner's approach)adopted here.is to compare the exploitation of the
farms before they were expropriated by CORA and after they had been working
as Asentamientos. Data on the 34 Asentamientos working in the fourth zone
at the end of the agricultural year 1967/68 will be analyzed under Warner'sprocedure of two points in time.

Table 3 shows that cultivated land both increases and becomes more
intensively used because of the types of crops being exploited.

The number of families employed increased from 754 to 1,255. Employment
of permanent labor increased by 166 percent. This does not consider the
external labor occasionally used during some harvesting periods.

Another measurement under the same system has been the <comparison of
the valued production of farms and Asentamientos based on the surface of
cultivated land. The same yields and the same average prices, base 1967,
have been used. The result of this procedure shows a farm production of
E*l0,018,264.63 and Asentamiento production of E*l9 ,773,6145,25. The

increase in the total value of production has been of 97.4 percent. This,expressed in terms of "quintales"- (100 Kgms.) of wheat, means an increase
of 248,734.8 qq. If the average yield for wheat in Santiago province is
assumed to be 22.6 qq/Ha (censo 614-65), then this amount of wheat represents
an increase in production of 11,005.9 hectares of irrigated land in the
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TABLE NO. 3

LAND USE IN 34 ASENTAMIENTOS OF SANTIAGO

Agricultural yesr 1967/68 (in hectares)

.Cros Farms / Asentamientos % Increase %

Cereals 2,236.5 45.8 '3,302.5 40.7 47.7
Row-crops 1,578.0 32.3 2,421.0 29.8 53.4
Vegetables 49.8 1.10 934.5 11.5 1,176.0
Forages 607.5 12.5 960.0 11.8 58.0
Orchards 22.0 0.5 64.o o.8 190.0
Vineyards 343.7 7.0 343.7 4.2 0.0
Industrials 42.0 0.9 88,0 1.2 109.5

4,879.5 100.0 8,133.7 100.0 + 66.3 %

Source: CORA, 1968 (see references)

province of Santiago (CORA, 1968.)

The most remarkable increase in surface planted, and in the value of
its production, occurred with vegetables, which in valued production on
the farms totaled E*5,406,374.00. This shows a change in the traditional
pattern of extensive crop production toward a more intensive agriculture
which increases the productivity of the land and also provides more jobs
for labor, thus helping to decrease rural unemployment and underemployment.

A review of what has already been presented, in terms of descriptive
operation and comparative results, may lead to some conclusions regarding
the fulfillment of the objectives stated in the Agrarian Reform law.

The figures on land use and the value of production show that there
has been an improvement in the agricultural production on the Asentamien-
tos relative to farms before expropriation, thus fulfilling the first
objective in the law.

The fulfillment of the second and third objectives of the law is
harder to evaluate because of the great dissimilarity in the starting
point of each Asentamiento. Noticeable effects of the agency's efforts
in the fields of training and community development vary through a wide
range. Some Asentamientos are just starting and have had one year of
operation: others have two years and are starting their third year. Con-
ditions differ, but average results would indicate that the three-year
period will be enough to allow the peasant community to take on self-
direction.

It should be pointed out that for peasants and CORA officials, the
concept of entrepreneurship (the second objective of the Reform) has been
one of teamwork. The general European or North American concept of the

individual entrepreneur is hardly applicable to land reform beneficiaries.
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General conditions in the peasant community (low education, scant experience
with decision-making, lack of sufficiently trained personnel and other
socio-economic considerations) mean that grou"p work through cooperatives 1s
the best way to implement the goals of the reform in the post-asentamiento
period. Peasants will have individual title certificates, 9 but most services
will be available only through the cooperatives which will replace the
asentamiento structure. Teamwork evens out disparities in education,
experience and agricultural know-how, permiting a higher average performance.
Three years of Asentamiento experience and training seem adequate prepara-
tion for this future organization.

The rate of capitalization is the fourth objective of the Asentamiento.
Although no figures for this were found, the observation of the-personal
accounts of the peasants on most of the Asentamientos in Santiago leads to
some estimations. In the first year of the-.prOCess, capitalization j.s Uose
to 50.,percent of-the peasant's gross income. for .the year, -and seldom will be
lower than 30 percent. In the following years it will tend to decrease
unless capitalization opportunities are offered to the peasants. (Special
capitalization certificates issued in the fourth zone could not be used
because of the delay in the presentation of final balance sheets, spoiling
the whole mechanism devised to attract the high net incomes obtained and
turn them into savings.)

The fulfillment of this fourth objective has been partially met and
more imaginative models will have to be prepared in order to attract the
peasant's income in the following years.

The fifth and last objective in the law is related to infrastructural
needs. Principal efforts have been oriented toward housing, irrigation
improvements, warehouses, and facilities to handle and store the crops.
Area plans are being worked out to help accelerate and rationalize invest-
ments in infrastructure, but the size of those investments and the relative
scarcity of funds impedes the complete fulfillment of this goal during the
Asentamiento period. Progress to reach optimum levels can only be achieved
through time and may well be one of the important ways to attract funds with
capitalization incentives,

THE UJAMAA

I. Background
.ll

"The traditional African family lived according to the basic
principles of Ujamaa. Its members did this unconsciously, and without any
conception of what they were doing in political terms. They lived together
and worked together because that was how" they understood life, and how they
reinforced each other against the difficulties they had to contend with--the

9This was the reorganized procedure under the Frei government. At
present, an intense debate on this topic is going on in the Allende govern-
ment coalition, with the socialists strongly Opposed to ownership titles,
and communists leaning toward collective ownership.
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uncertainities of weather and sickness, the depredations of wild animals
(and some times human enemies), and the cycle of life and death" (--yerere,
1D67, p. 1).

Tnese words, w4hihi open President 4yerere's paper "Socialisn and Rural
Developent," clearly show that tue Jjariaa philosophy means a return to
traditional Tanzanian forms as a basis for a modern socialist state.

After independence in 1961, Tanzania initiated development efforts
to improve the conditions of a gr ing rppulation of over 10 million people,
the imjority of wkhom live in scattered rural arcT-. In l1-(i2, Prea:i ent
.yerere inde iis f irst agricultural po licy staterent initiating a Tmajor
developrent program of rural transformtion.

In February 1967, after alimost five years of developmnt work, tne
issuance of the Arusna declaration at a meeting of TAI'J4U (the govern mjent
party--Tanzania is a one-party state) executives stated t heeed to ive a
new inpetus to the party's policy of socialisr - and self-reliance. In order
to accelerate rural developmeit, a "frontal approach strategy" was devised

ware the wnoole range of governnental and oli tical ins ti tutions is mO-
bilized behind the principles of Ujamaa, to ensure that some progress is
made toIards the long-tern goal of socialist forms of oroduction and distri-
bution throughout the rtal sector" (Second FiveN Year Plan, pp. 26-27).

2. tU atla:TDfinition and objectives.

The second five year plan for Tanzania's socio-econoric developrent
defines the Ujamaa policy as follis:

"To create a society based on co-operation and futual respect and
responsibility, in Thich al etibers have equal rights and esual opportuni-
ties, wihere there is no ex.ploitation of man by yin, and alere al have a
gradually increasing level of aterial welfare before any individual lives
in luxury" (Second Five Year Plan, p. 26).

Th e objectives of this society, to 5e achieve.d throut.r, the collective
work and decision making of groups of farm- fmailies, are to be the
f o llowingr:

"(a) E cono1ic:

(i) Increase in labour productivity potentially attainable through
grous of farmers w:orking together, compared to equal nubers
of indivduals worhing in isolation. (h.elisatiou of this
potential requires specialisation of function, division of
labour, and strong icadershi? to gui-de th ,e etnusias~a of
group activity into productive channels).

(ii) Economies of scale in p urc -iasing, -mrketing, irovision of
services, and somve field operations requiring ri-echanisation
(including intermediate form of technology).

(iii) Openness-to technical innovation~s, t hrough increase in scale,
readier access to farmer education, and removal from conserva-

Stive influence of traditional environment.

(b) Socio-1 oli tical:
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(i) Creation of self-reliant and self-determining cozmunities
following the tenets of the Arusha t eclaration.

(ii) Avoidance of exploitation and excessive differentiation in
wealth, income and power,

(iii) :aising the status of agriculture and reduction of the
gulf beteen urban and rural life."

(A* . T- 11. lmn,1070, p.2)

The cornerstone then of th- new agricultural emphasis becomes the
Ujaniaa Vijijini wh--ere, according to -yerere '"a group of families will live
together in a village and wLl - ort- together on a comunal farm for their
comon benefit." These villages represent a return to the traditional
extended family system, but introduce modem technology to reach soa
degree of specialization and achieve nigher productiWty.

A basic characteristic of the Uljama, an one Zhich has been stronglyemphasized by Presidcent Lyerere is its principle of "voluntariness,

which neais that the movement has to exaand by relying orincipally on
persasion "Viable Socialist comraunities can only De es ta1lised 1with
willing members; the task of leadership and of government is not to try
and force this kind of developr.*.ent, but to explain, encourage, and parti-
cipate " ( yerere, 1967, p. 21),

The fact that voluntariness is accepted and respected must not be
viewed as a position of weakness in ter:3 of expansion goals. The idea has
been clearly stated on many occasions by government leaders that J-amaa
must, within a generation at most, reach and encomupass he vast o

of the agricultural sector.

3. The -rOganization of Ujama.

The organization of Ljanaa villages 7'_1I not always follow a-o±om

geneous pattern. Rather, villages 'may be quite different-as the y n-nt to
the situation existing in the area of initiation, Varying pressures on
land, in addition to differences in the agricultural resource base
(climate, soil, water), are to be am.ong the ain determxinants of the systemn
adopted.

0ince the village is the key elewent in the ne- organization,
farmers are urged to leave their scattered shaibas (farms)'and join in new
centers where the village is created. Two sns ra.y arise. I the
first one, the move is in may cases mare gradually, as the farmers continueto rely on their old slharbas until ne i crops are ready for harvest on
Ujama lands, This is only possible, however, when farmers come to the
Ujamaa from within a 5 to Ii mile radius of the new center, and in these
cases government assistance is usually smcll, consisting mainly of trans-
portation.

The second situation is when heavy population pressure exists on land,
The government then encourages people to come to tnder-populated areas of
the country, and provides these migrants not only w ith transportation, but
also with tools, rations, cash and other needs to establish the settlement.

The motivation behind the move onto the Ujamaa varies widely. In sore
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cases it willI be the possible access to land for landless workers in highly
concentrated areas; in other cases it waill be the possibilityof having
better services such as a pure water supply. schools, medical care and som

mechanization to clean and cultivate the land. In both of these situations,
hoever, there is also a conviction a,_ong farrers that Ujamaa organization
is really a good alternative--maybe the only one, if not the best--to
achieve hiLgner standards of living by means of a concerted effort and mutual
help.

TIhe creation of Ujanaa normally follo-s four steps: planning,
implementation, recruitnent, and village organization (Mgusoke, p. 11-12).
Plannin.- An interesting characteristic of the UijaMaa policy is the pre-
dominant role assigned to TAllYU, the political party in powter. After the
Arusha Declaration, it becari the responsib-ity of egateSand
leaders to plan and promote the new system. A good illustration of this
planning stage is the list of resolutions un.nimously approved at a
meeting in the we3t lake region.

"(a) All. citizens aged 18 years or above, with no erloyment
that paid them 125 per montn or w,!ithout twyo acres of
cultivated land (one for food crops and ore for- cash crops)
should be encouraged and convinced to join the Ujanaa
Villages, or Ter Settlements (nahazi manya) as they used to
call them, in the se-lected areas.

(b) All people around areas where the new v ilages are to
be situated should contribute food and other requirements
to tie settlers,

(c) 22nd April, I968, was to b-e the starting day for the rovement
into the selected areas (Musoke, p. 10.

After decisiohs are nmade with respect to the areas to be settled,
the agricultural1 agencies of tle dis tri°ct, togetaer with TN-TU leadership
are responsible for irpleenting the move.at. of those recruited into
the designated areas.

Recruitment has been one of the nore controversial areas in the pro-
motion of the Ijamaa , ,ile persuasion anl not coercion has been empha-
sized by :Iyerere and other high officials, tae excessive zeal of some
local Tr PU leaders has resulted in presstes on the farm.ers to ITvol-nteer"

to rove into new areas (l usoke, p. 17: Kayam-bo, p. 13; lisaki, p. 25-23).
I±oT.wever-, many grass roots novetents are found performing successfuly as

~Tepresident's commitment to freedom of entry may be w;ell illus-
trated by his decision to remove five regiono~al cerrtssioners from their
positionis after complaints hal been ma de of thcir pressures and coercion
on peasants, forcing then to move onto the flm~raa (Cliffe, p. 4).
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reported by several authors (uizer, p. 10; E,nman, Da s inmJones. 1

The internal orgmlization of the village deends on the level of inte-.
gration achieved. This, in turnV , is reiated to the origin and niotivation
of the mrbers. At the highest level of integration, all merbers work on
the communal activities daily according to the division oo-l'g oth 'v r.o labor agreed

upon. At lower levels of integration, members !711 work only a few days
on comnal activities, devoting rmtost of their time to individual cultiva-
tion. Differing arrangei:ents -ay be found according to the groups deci-
sion. Tuesday, Lhurseay and Saturday for comaumal activities is a pattern
found in some cases, while every rorning for the comunity and afternoon
for the individual is found in otners, Private rlots are found on almostndngoth e co r:und oncrop

aIl of the Ujamaas, varying in iportance deepndig onthe corminal crop
and on the time_ , the Uiaria a has been working 11radually, effortsare con-
centrated on increasing commual farming, oltng Thich isdiscussed and
must be approved by the general cOunIcil of rmembers, the main authority in
the Ujanaa (also called the central village comittee*), vich meets about
four tines a year. The functions of thi1s coucil are: I) to elect a
managerent committee afnd all other committees deemed necessary for a good
operation; 2) to elect a village chairman aho represents the jna

(togetner with the T1AIU official appointed by the central p arty leadersirp);
3 to exa ine and approve the productinn lan and budget drawn up by the
management cormittee; 4) to eyanmine and approve thie plan for annual

income distribution according to -, ork contributed; 5) to examine and
approve the reports of the 11anagement covriittee; ) to approve new
mebers or expel tuh ose not considered desirable by the group; and
7) to discuss and decide all matters of iportance for the present and
future action of the Uj ana,

Attention must be called once nore to the importance of TAHJUVs role
in the villagels operation. T.Us appointed officia! acts as an advisor
to the central cormittee, giving tae necessary guidance to ensure that
the basic principles of Ujamaa as laid dow.n, in.the Arusha Declaration and
other official docuuents are being follore. Of special concern is that
conmunal activities actually ta>e place, and not simm'ly 1 Lie use of the
Ujaraa name to obtain governm'ent assistance. The second basic principle
is the non-hiring of labor by tnembers, atleast on a regular oasis.

4. The 4anagment of the Ujamao

The management of the UIjanaa is done -y the elected 7mnagement comit-
tee assisted by as rmny other committees >is f ound necessary. T Im
portance of the m.anagenent committee andi i e s _qhf

integration and the total nub er of ruers L- thillage
i!uizer reports that in the ' -"un r: gln "r e'Aneig~ok

the Ujanaas was done, the central vill iage com.mttee h..eld 1, elections annually
with the particip~ation of all members to se!lect a cnairman, a maager, a
secretary/treasurer, an d nine memboers to the management comm.-ittee, rThis

committee lasted three years and one third~ of tie commit tee positi6ns come
upo for election each year. ne-election was allo..ed (Ilizer,. p. 13O),
Assisting committees usually found are the financial (controlling 3ll
financial affairs with special emphasis n fighting corruption), the
education committee, cultural and socil_ activities comittee, special crop .
comm ittees, e tc.

Ilusoke reports, for the case of :Jbroba, a rmanageent committee con-
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posed of l6 cell leaders plus tee chairta, and the secretary, all democrati-
cally d.Lected. Two Agricultiuaiield Extens ion Officers (government
employees) are also part of the m£nageir-ent conrLttee (T.ksoke, p. 20)°
Management functions normally Lclue the coordination of all village
activities. Special importance is &iven to the el6boration of production
plans and a village budget -Lich is later discussed with all mbers,
Technological innovations are proposed in thie plan to improve the
productivity of agriculture. The management corittee also makes
various appoint ents of those responsible for specific village activities.

5, erers' :rtco l.

Ueuers' yearly income is co.Aosed of two parts: that coming from
their individual plot, which they receive in total, and that coing from
shares paid according to the number of days of work contrbuted to
the conm-ual center during the year. Fines may be deducted
Y.o m their incoro ;mSc trerxflw or h.tra work Sibzqd to r.e rc x- o have
ohirked their responsibilities. Solmetimes special _measures are taken to
control the mAember in the future. In some cases, members are allowated to
send a friend or relative as a replacement to fulfill their cornial
obligations, Tis muSt.3 e-accepted,hiowever, y the management conmittee,

The main source of iincona of the Ujamaa coC. or-es from the sale of its
agricultural output. Ad'itional income also comes from the renting of
village machinery and the services provided by their shops. Part of the
revenues of cooperative ventures is ept for construction projects. In
addition, a special erm,.ergency fund is formed by deducting betw-een 5
and 1J percent of the rekenues,

6, Assistance to theUjamaas.

Different kinds of assistance are provid- to the villages, depending
on their size, location, level of itegration and main agricultural enter-
prise.

The assistance of TA1U officials is most imortant due to the power
and the comtment of the party to the Ujaya po-iy The presence ofTAlU Li alrost all the existing villages in the comitry gives -ne party a

special ability to control the correct political ori .tation of the UTjamaa,
in co1pIiance with national leadership directives.

A second type of assistance comes from rural development assistants
(government empl!oyees) who basically do agricultura.l exteasion work
assisting the farmers in iriproving their crops. Tie work of these employees,while mainly technical, is at all tine s geared to promote the idea of the
U Jamaa Vi jijini.,

A third type of assistance is geared to the formation of village
leaders cor itted to Ujamaa. 'r, aining" ° prograt s take nlace in several
locations throughout the co untry to explain th-e concert of Uj amaa and its
potential for development. Visits to some of the vilaves are made as
a way to enlarge opportunities for exchanges of ideas. Tjjamaas also host
advisory team s w¢ho rove into the village for some tire and work r. ith members
to shape a comprehensive village plan. The teans consist of an agricuitural
technician, a livestock specialist, a land planner, an economist, an
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irrigation specialist, a surveyor, a toun planer, and a cooperatie
specialist (iuizer, p. 15) Otier men.bers w-ay be added if their assis-
tance is aeeded for Specific problems w..it3. the Ianaa.

7. A Tentative Evaluation,

An evaluation of Ujanaa policy is a cotwlex task given the nMny
variations existing within tae system, Tabls ho 4 shows the rapid rate
of expansion of the Uja maa in the relatively s!ort period of tine since

the turning point represented by the Arusha Declaration,

TABLEI NO, 4

Nu-ImfR OF UJAIAA VILLAGES

(N (2) (3) (4)

!otal Total Pop. as 
_1o. of Pop. in Ave. Pop. of 4ationual

Date Villa es Iaes Per Vil1age Total
Feb 19C7 . (B 194 0.ib 9 67 4 o 5,000 40 04

Dec L)63 133 53,000 J25 0.5)
Dec 1969 656 3,0 ,  4C2 2,5
Sep 19) 70 1,2003 30 417 4 .20

Source: Ul1In i , po ; colurn (3) my addition.

Th%.e figures used here include villa-.s at all stages o- .. ama
development nd at all levels of comItrent to the policy, As ray be
seen in the table, the v4Illages have not only increased in nub er, but
also in size. In sorie areas, jarmas with as .mny as 1,000 fa-tilies have
been reported, aithougaI most of ten they 1o*not exceeC 230famlies

Another point regarding tie expNmsioi of the Ujama is the location
of the villages, by the end of l971 a vast majority of _j1aaa vJlag1w.ere located in the economicaly a o e country.
Cliffe criticizes thi ns strategy of new;, settlem~ts, w-hich he finds en-
phasizes "the provision of social facilities rather than the organzati-' on
of cooperative productio& (Cliffe, p. 15) whc ih rvoeacnra
tation ,ith vested interests, Li~ much o an imac thes'e :: n .. ew and oftenisolated settlements will have on agriculstural arkets remains to be seen
since most of. the are barely surassng s3stece...... levels of agricultureo

Unmat is needed, Cliffe contends, is the -necessity to ; a-e u to exist ing
inequalities as w¢ell as the particular ec n,,, og. Specifically confrontation
of the energing class structure nay involve the identification of any
large farmers who nay have to be expropriated, prevented frorn employing
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at least eliminated from decision-makiag" ('if fe, p 16)

The point that needs to be 'ade, then, is that if Ujaraaa is to achieve
its objective of improvenent through equalization, expanding to cover the
vast majority of the agricultural sector within a generation, specific
policies and a special strategy for action must be devised qtdckly
before resistance to the policy increases. The successful spread of
the Ujamaa up to now represents merely a starting point. After all,
only 4.2 percent of the national total population has joined ujaiaas,
a low percentage when one considers that ovur 80 percent of the population
of Tanzania depends on agriculture for a living.

With respect to agricultural output and incore of rembers as a result
of the Ujamaa policy, only scattered evidence exists, showing a general
increase in both output and incone. The t-o main factors that account for
this are the clearing and incorporation of new lands tito agricultural
production, and the improvments in productivity due to the use of
improved inputs. 'Kayorbo, for exarple, reports that in irerege Ujamaa
Village, where 750 acres of plantatioa fartening (cashewnut and coconut)
were worked in the agricultural year l)b3I69, 700 new acres wTith rice_
fields,-sinsin, and castor oil are being added to the production plan of
the village in the l16/70 agricultural year. Incomes, which in the

period 63/69 averaged .h'1s. 733 per menber are expected to increase to
Shs. 800 in 1969/70, to 9s. 950 in 1.70/71 and to Shs. 3,480 by 1978
when several new faivestments are in production. All fhase incoms refer-2 tsein Ic op ee
only to conmunal activities. Therefore, results of individual crops
must be added.

Figures, thougn, for production and income are stll difficult to
find, and will remain so for as long as Tanzanian agriculture remains
close to subsistence levels where the producer is in turn the main consu-

mer. An evaluation then, in terms of income and output, does not seer
possible, or at least of much relevance at this stage in their agri-
c ult ure,

GENERAL COIk4ENTS OH TiiE A32HT A,.TT01 A IL' UJA't A

A basic sirilarity in these two models is that both are in operation
due to governmental action, as part of a policy intended to foster
agricultural deve lopnento But, at the same tine, they have three major
differences: a) The Asentamiernto is a compulsory organization which
all those participating in the lanid reform ust join. The Ujamaa,
on the other hand, is a voluntary organization joined by embers hecause
of the benefits it can offer to then; b) The Asentamieto is a
transitional form of organization, whc aftr..peio specified in
the law--no rmally three years, ....... aimum five years--gives way to a
permanent form of organization whic n ay individual or cooperative.
This resulting form wil1 be c o l asoiae it h type of land

ownership assigned. The Ujanaa is a L enent form of or~aniza tion,
where ownership of land has no real significance; c) The Asentam~iento
is organized only on those lands affected by the land reform. It
covers, therefore, only part of the agricultural sector and this only
on a transitory basis. The Uja.vma is expected to encompass the vast
majority of the agricultural sector. As a permanent organization,



its increment over time can be masured and easily analyzed. This is
not possib3le witi the Asentamiento, which should gradually tertmtnate
as a shift into permanent forms takes place.

In the area of politics, maother difference can be found, Thile
the Ujamaa relies heavily on TAOIJ, and is an official party policy
for agricultural development, the Asentamiiento has no official political
guidance. This does not mean that politics is absent on the Asentarai-
ento. Quite the contrary, struggles for political influence (if not
complete control) by the different political "arties.in Chile' are n6
doubt a ma*jor issue today in teia country. in spite of this, the Asenta-
miento as an institution is not politically cornitted to -my party or
group, and in turn, no party or group has among its officiil policies

a cormitment to the Asentariento as the forn of organization.
Another difference, related to the previous one, is the ideological

background of these rodels. As already entioned, the Ujanaa represents
an ideologically motivated return to traditional African society.
Uyerere has stated that Tanzania needs no lessons in socialism because
that was its natural form of organization in precolonial days.
Ideology, then, is a strong component with substantial weight in all
facets of implementation-of Ujamaa policy, i the other hand, the
Asentamento may be viewed as being in an ideological litbo. 11iile there
is no doubt that some ideological-traces can be found, especially
in regard to older models of cooperative farming, it can be stated that
the Asentamiento is a much more pra atic form of organization than
an ideological one,

A final difference is the kind of situation rfrom which the models
emerge. In other words, the kin' of systenwhich precedes each model
Tue Asentamiento is always organi.ad on expropriated farms, usually
large, where peasants have normally been workinr within the framevork
of an organization with rather clearly- ,.-tated working rules. Peasants
are therefore used to -rorking in groups and being directed on what to do
and how to do it. In the UTjamaa, the situation is generally quite dif-
ferent. The Ujaaaa has to group sr.L,, often fairly independent farmers,
w1ho1, althouga part of a group or tribe, have been able to maintain
their freedom of operation.

With respect to siMilarities, som important ones are the cormon
elements found in the objectives of both organizations ralating to
increasing agricultural production, strengthening the corm mities, and
in general comitting themselves to the goals of socio-econoric develop-
ment, A particularly relevant similarity is t e system of work and incomedistribution. in both n.odels there is a wide range of variation with
respect to the level of integration. i ed forms--an individual plot
and cooperative enterpri ses--seem widespread and well accepted. UJith
respect to income, both systems follow .the sane* principle of income
distribution on communal production according to tbe total number of
days worked through the year in the co~ton enterprises,

in conclusion, it nay be stated that these two models clearly
shoi that every case is in itself unqe 2ro picpe n
practices evolve in the same way that differences emerge, each coming
as a response to conditions that must be met.
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CIAPTEI V: COP1 RAT 1T7EAIALYSIS AhD COHCLUSIjI

ABOUT COOPEPATIVE FARMING

A comparative analysis of different models of cooperative farming
is a complex task due to the many variables which have influenced the
outcome of each of them. There are political, sociological, ideologi-
cal, economic and ecological factors which must be considered because
of their influence on the institutional framework devised. In the same
way that many different systems have been created by each nation engaged
in cooperative farming, many different variations in that system are
also found within each country. To clarify this one model will be
exarined: the Asentamiento,

While the Asentamiento is no doubt a Chilean institution created
with a clearly defined purpose--that of transitional operation of land-
reform-expropriated farm while final ownership and organization are
being thought out--it is- possible to firnd wide variatiQns a -ng the
Asentamientos, Some are totally communal, some predoinantly indivi-
dual. There are those which may be considered "in-betreen" but here
again there are differences according to which characteristic predomi-
nates. There is also a time factor, Not all of them will onerate in
the same way every year, especially due to the transitional nature
of the organization. Changes on Asentamientos may be due to community
or government decisions, and may be based on political, econoic,
or practical considerations. For instance, if the Asentariento is

working on a contract farming agreement, certain'structural form may
be required, If that crop is not growm the following year, the whole
internal organization may no longer be relevant. Now, if these
variations can exist within one model, the issue becomes much more
co",lex when comaring several models.

Another consideration which must be made when mqaking a comparative
analysis is the perspective it should have, and the expectations one
has of the analysis. In this study, there are tw o things the reader
must be aware of. One is the large nwmber of variables, anyone of
which can make the outcore totally different. The second is the dif-
ficulty in determining whi'h of these variables, internal or external,
can be manipulated in order to improve cooperative performance and
avoid past errors. Given the lack of experience in LDCs wTith coopera-
tive forms of agricultural production, emphasis should be placed on
the benefits of learming from the experience of other nations in order
to develop a properly tailored and successful system of agricultural
organization which will allow developing countries to meet their goals.

The following analytical model may be useful in this context:

1) Identification of a set of the most important variables;

2) Construction of a table indicating the manner in which the
variable operates in each of the models;

3) Elaboration of a descriptive comparative analysis for the
variables presented in the table, and explanation of the variations
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found in them. Some conclusions can be advanced;

4) Presentation of a model of cooperative farming drawing from
the'differ.Ont ideas discussed in the text.

1 Identification of Vvriables.

Several kinds of variables will be identified in order to know
to what extent they influence performance. The first kind are those
which can tell us something about the degree of autonoy, of the organi-

zation, or in other words, those which can give some idea of wherepower is located in the organization. These variables include:

a) membership (voluntary or controlled); b) production plan decisions
(what is to be produced); c) who elects the manager (government or
members); d) how is production organized (level of integration: indi-
vidual or communal work); e) investment decisions (long-run capital
investment).

The second kind of variables are those related to some of the
activities which must be performed by the enterprise and which have
some bearing on the results of the operation. These are: f) accounting
(where are records kept and who is responsible for them); g) financing
(what are the main sources of credit: government, private institutions,
or the enterprise itself); h) marketing of the inputs (how they are

purchased); i) marketing of the output (how sales are made); j) how
is income of members determined (according to need, contribution of
work to the common enterprise, or merely resulting largely from indivi-
dual plots).

The third kind of variables are those wfhich do not form a defined
group but which provide additional information. For example, the
estimated flexibility of each of the models to adjust to socio-economic
change is important.

2. Table.

Table No. 5 shows the interaction among variables in various
cooperative models presented here and in the Galeski paper.

3. Comparative Analysis of Variables.
a) Membership. In all cases there is some type of restricticn

to entry. Applications must be accepted either by the governments, the
general assembly of members, or both. A trial period for the applicant
is common. Ability to leave the production cooperative has more
variations. Basically (in all cases except the Kolkhoz) members can
leave the organization whenever they please if they are willing to give

up what they may have in the enterprise. On the Asentatniento, a
transitory organization, members do not have per.mnent rightS. Thus
they are more free to leave. If they want to return, however, they must
be accepted by the General Assembly. On the Ujamma, exit and entry are
free and normally some internal regulations will exist.
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b and c) Production Decisions and Election of the Manager.
Conditions vary, from decisions imposed from the outside by whatever
agency is responsible for supervising production cooperatives, to the
completely independent decision typical of any autonomous enterprise.
Depending on variations within the system, any of the three categories
may be found. On the Asentamiento, for example, production decisions
depend to some. extent on the ability for self-management in the organi-
zation. An attempt was ade, based on this ab"lity, to increase the
degree of autonomy of some of the Asentamientos, thus freeing scarce
personnel to look after newly established settlements. In 1963, in the
Santiago Zone of CORA (Chile), four categories were developed amDng
the Asentamientos: i) those with good human and physical resource
base; 2) those with good human resources but poor or frail physical
resources; 3) those with poor or fair human resources and good
physical resources; and 4) those with both poor human and physical
resources. By good human resources was meant a peasant community with
strong leadership, reasonable harmony, and sufficient motivation to make
necessary management decisions for successful operation of the enterprise.
By good physical resources was meant the potential of the farm as a
productive and profitable enterprise. The idea discussed at that time
was the possibility of giving the maximum degree of autonomy to all
the Asentameientos falling in the first two categories. They would be
provided with assistance and guidance through the preparation and
later financing of their production plan. It was expected that these
Asentamientos would be in a position to utilize private sources or
credit, often working through contract-farming. The two latter cate-
gories would continue under the close supervision of CORA officials
with intensified training programs for the peasant coTmunity. Although
the idea was not implemented, mainly due to a political decision in the
central office of COPRA, the idea is worth mentioning because it shows
the kinds of ways in which a growing cooperative farming sector can
be organized and assisted when there is a lack of trained personnel.
There has to be, however, a true commitment to transfer the power to
the peasants and allow them their autonomy.

Sd, h & i) Production Organization and Marketing. A good under-
standing of the way in which these variables operate can be obtained from
the Table.

e & f) Investment Decisions and Accounting. These two variables
refer to the decisions for long-run capital investment and the way in
which accounting is handled. The three categories in the table indicate
they can be made on the farm, on the farm with outside control, and
completely outside the farm, that is, by whatever agency is in charge ofcontrolling the system. Looking at the table, the variations are clear.
A special comment must be made on accounting because of its importance
to the success of the enterprise° The Asentamiento is the only model
where accounting is completely controlled outside the farm. This situa-
tion has greatly impaired the system. Msbers usually do not know
exactly how they stand at the end of the year, resulting in insecurity,
lower motivation and often many credit difficulties. This makes the
variable a crucial one needing to be correctly handled for successful
organizational results. A final comment on both of these variables
is to call attention to the importance they have in developing involve-
ment and a true sense of belonging to the organization. If both of



these variables are handled outside of the organizational framework by
an outside agency, these goals will not be achieved,

g) Financi of Farm Operations. This variable deals with the
yearly financing of the production Plan. The ain sources for it are:
i) Government agencies responsible for production cooperatives, 2) Banks,
private or state-wned, both of which normally operate according to banking
business rrInciples whi l in reny cases nay jian relative y poor access
to credit by small farmers 3) Other sources such as internal funds,
credits granted by suppliers, or advances for crops,

In man; cases these three sources will be used, but commonly one
of these channels predominates. The use of bank credit and that fror
other sources frequently (but not always) has a stin ulating effect on
production by helping to develop responsibility of members, especially
if they have participated in making the financial decisions. This is
due mainly to the stricter regulations and supervision imposed by those
two sources as compared to government agencies which comMonly avoid taking
unpopular measures, something peasants normally understand tqell.

For example.to a large extent, poor repayment of credits on
Asentamientos can be blamed on accounting delays, because peasants will
not channel funds through CORA (identified here with the government)
without knowing their debt situation. This financing problem can often
be mentioned as a reason for gradual de-collectivization of work in
cooperative farming, because individual opercations are much easier to
handle in terms of irmediate receipt of income by the members. The
paramount importance of financing and accounting in production coopera-
tives must therefore be clearly understood.

j) Income Determination, The point here is to emphasize the impor-
tance of the remunerathlon system for iin roving performnance and productivity.
Jo1henever a mixed production organization exists (communal and individual),
special incentives must be built into the communal sources of income to
avoid member concentration on individual productimn, thus neglecting
communal enterprises.

k) FlexibilitytoA . The first question that arises with
this variable is: adj us tment to what? The ans.Tuer is adjus tnent to
whatever challenge the system faces0  Initially it nay be the ability
to provide more employment. Later it may be the need to re2ase labor.
Another common adjustment required involves changes to ensure that the
system will grow. Flexibility to adjust means, therefore, adapting
to the general sccio-economic environment in-vhich the organization must
operate. Flexibility has often been mentioned as one of the reasons for
advocating cooperative farming, making its importance apparent.

4. A Model of Cooperative Famnn

The following assumptions will be at the basis of our model:

Firsts it will be assumed that the cooperative farming enterprise
is being created in a developing uation with a large peasant sector.

Second, it will be assumed that the system is promo ted by a special-
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ized agency, either private or governmental. Third, that the system is
initiated on a previously existing large farm sector either by expropria-
tion of estates via a land reform program or by colonization of new
lands. Beneficiaries of this program--cooperative farminp members--will
generally have a background as farm workers, either as sharecroppers, small
tenants., or wage workers, nost of whom have never previously owned land.

I. Goals. First are those geared to the satisfaction of the members'
needs; e.g., a) to improve the level of income of the members and
b) to improve the general level of living of the members and their families.
Second are goals of the enterprise as such, and as it relates to the
society; e.g., a) to make the most efficient use of resources in order
to achieve all enterprise objectives b) to increase food production c) to
make the increased production available to the population (especially
urban) d) to increase employment opportunities e) when necessary, to
allow labor. release to meet industrial requirements.

2. lmbersh. There must be clear mechanisms regarding qualifi-
cations for membership, with - flexible but clear provisions for entry
and exit to and from the enterprise as general socio-economic conditions
change. This is important to avoid organi zational rigidity which may
hinder the enterprise and prevent the accomlishment of some of its
goals.

3. Decision makiPr~ess. Power will be centered in the general
assembly of mebers who will operate under deocratic procedures of
majority control. Formulation of objectives and general policy guidelines
to achieve themwill have. to be approved by the general assembly. So too
will the yearly production- plan, any major adjustments that must be made
to it in mid-course, and all major investments. The general assembly will
also elect a management copmttee and a manager if necessary, as well
as all! other committees deemed useful for the operation of the enterprise.

Full authority and responsibility for carrying out policy decisions will
be granted to the management committee.

4-. Land Use and Control. Land use will be the responsibility of
the management board (or committee) in accordance with the approved
production plan. This plan may, however, be influenced by regional or
national guidelines coming out of the responsible agencies, in which
production decision-making will be shared between cooperative farming
members and the corresponding agencies. This shared decision-making may
also occur between the enterprise and credit insititutions.

5. Cpal Structure. The capital structure will depend on the
a4alabilty of resources to the enterprise and should be specified in
the production plan. Priority will be given to the fullest possible
profitable use of labor. Two categories of credit will be recognized:
A short-run credit maximum to be subseribeG by the management board, and
long-run investment credits which include all those above the maximum
and which must be approved by the general assembly.

6, Finncin&. Cooperative farms should be encouraged to use more
than one source - of credit in order to help reduce dependence which might
develop when only one credit source is used, help the enterprise acquire
more flexibility of operations, and eventually more responsibility.
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The mechanisms used by financial ins titutions assisting a cooperative
farming sector should be based on the farms' production plans and geared
to help their fulfillment. This, of course, will depend on the ability
of these institutions tc have apprppriate .superviOn of1 farm operations.,
Assuning they do have the personnel to do so, then loans should be dis-
bursed according to progress made in production. A simple but accurate
cash flow of the yearly operation should be raixntained to know precisely
when funds are needed and when they can be repaid. This commitment of
the enterprise should be known to mrembers so they feel the ne-d for effec-
tive nerformance if the enterprise is to succeed. This is the only
way members will be able to meet their expectation and achieve their goals.

Among credit mechanisms, probably one of the most successful is
one which initially provides inputs required for the crops to be planted,
and later a cash advance per unit of land being cultivated. This advance
may be divided into two or more installments depending on the crop. Its
prerequisite is the verification of the condition of the crop. Inputs
and cash may also be provided by different sources, and the enterpriseshould be in a position to opt for the most advantageous cobin 6.

At this point, emphasis must be placed on the need for an up-Lo-date
and efficient accounting system if a credit system of this sort is imple-
mented. A failure in accounting nay jeopardize the Tihole operatkon.

7. Organization of Prod&ztion and Labor.: The -best possible system
to as sure-full'par ticipation should be adop ted. According to types - and
number of agricultural enterprises included in the production plan,
committees may be created when their function. is seen as a contribution
to better organizing work and fixing responsibility. TIeentive mechanisms
should be incorporated. into the general organizati-onal framework together
with specifications regarding work assignment methods and. labor speciali-
zation. Crops should be predominantly cooperative and represent the main
source of income to mebers so as to ensure Lheir full dedication and
participation.

If production is cooperative in nature, then-the way in whih labor
is to be organized becomes a crucial element. Brigades, work tea M, and
specialized workers are some of the devices comonly used depending on the
size of the farm and the type and magnitude of the agricultural enter-
prise. Responsbiility for brigades and work teams should be assigned to
members with leadership abilities an.d other qualifications to perform the
tasks. Whenever possible, these designations should be made by the
general assembly as a way to foster member involvement. The management
committee, owever, must have sufficient leeway to make designations or
delegate the authority it deems necessary for more efficient operation

of the enterprise..

Job assignments should meet two sometimes contradictory conditions:
one, the development of a certain degree of labor: specialization; andsecond, job rotation to provide members with the opportunity to learn

different jobs and also to work with each other. Work rotation also has
merit in terms of equalization, because all memers eventually do all

the different jobs. This prevents to somre extent the. emergencei of
"bosses" which can lead to conflict and abuses....
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When specialized teams are organized, direction need not necessarily
always be in the hands of those with greater technical expertise. How-
ever, specialists should always participate in teaching others so as to
improve the level of efficiency of fellow-workers.

Finally, one needs to mention the advisability of elaborating norms
when different tasks are to be performed throughout the year and the labor
requirements for them. This will contribute to timely performance of
the operations on the farm.

8. Income Determination. The income level desired for members has
to be stated at the onset in order to produce a production plan appro-
priate to achieve this stated amount. If this is not possible after
careful analysis of enterprises and their estimated returns, an adjust-
ment of the income goal must be made. Later, some investment programs
may be planned to allow future higher income to members closer to initial
expectations. This hoped-for level of income should, of course, be
adjusted to national and local standards for similar jobs so it repre-
sents a realistic objective.

The way in which income will be distributed has to be clearly stated
at the beginning of the enterprise (see Chapter III). It is apparent
from the models discussed (and those found in the Appendix) that a
combination of income from communal enterprises--distributed according to
days of work--plus income coming from some individual production is
a widespread practice. A correct balance of these forms is essential to
avoid poor performance on communal enterprises. If no more than 25 to
30 percent of total income derives from individual production, members
will maintain their interest in communal enterprises. In any event, in-
centives must be built into the system to assure full participation.
If a different form of work organization is adopted and a larger percen-
tage of income is to come from individual production, incentives become
even more relevant. If production is organized in such a way that income
of members will come predominantly from individual production, then
specific working rules must be enacted to assure the efficient operation
of communal ventures, because their failure will contribute to the gradual
and increasing de-cooperativization of the organization.

9. Flexibility to Adjust. Since some elaboration on this point
has already been made, only a brief comment emphasizing the need to consi-
der this point is necessary. Effective mechanisms for reevaluating the
institutional framework of the organization are necessary. Mechanisms
might include adoption of new basic policies or changing old ones by a
two-thirds or three-fourths majority vote. It also might mean the ability
to change the conditions regulating entry or exit to or from the organiza-
tion, or changing regulations which determine rights to land and partici-
pation in work, things which today are responsible in large part for the
rigidity in some of the models discussed and which are commonly mentioned
as some of the reasons for their poor performance.

10. Incentives. Probably one of the most often discussed and
certainly one of the most important issues in cooperative farming as
well as in other: enterprises is the matter of incentives (See Chapter II).

A. .1
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Incentives are mechanisms motivating people to action.. to help them
satisfy their needs and achieve their goals.0 The types of incentives
used will be dependent on the needs and on the perception members have
with respect to ways in which these needs may be satisfied. As a result
of these, new concepts, the use of moral incentives has gradually grown in
importance, often predominating in socialist countries and also increasing
in affluent societies.

The types of incentives more relevant to cooperative, farming. will
now be discussed. Several times throughout this study a general assertion

has been made about the need to build into the organizational framework
a "balanced system of incentives." What is 'the meaning of this concept?
Simply stated, it means the use of both moral and economic incentives

to motivate members' of production cooperatives. While the importanceof
moral incentives is recognized and heartily enbraced, economic incentives
no doubt represent an extremely valuable mechanism for promoting improve-
ments in performance. This is so mainly because a minimum income and
standard of living is basic to the use of- moral incentives. Stated in
other words, it is irrelevant to spe ak of moral incentives to people who
are StarVing, have no security and an obscure future which often they
would rather ignore,.,

Economic Incentives. This usually refers to remuneration for work
performed, over and above a certain standard or norm. The importance of
a gradual development of standards-and norms on eac1h farm was mentioned
in Chapter III and it will be in relation to these specially developed
norms that incentives can operate.

To develop a wage incentive plan four things need to be considered:
units of output, standard time, time effectively WOrked, antd time saved.
From these, two main categories of economic incentives may be derived:
piece rates and time bonuses, in farming several mechanisms c-'n be
worked out. In potato harvesting, for example, one mechanism is to set
a price per bushel harvested. Another is to set abonus -for every bushel
harvested above a certain minirum norm stated for -a day's work. Still
another mechanism is to set a time period for harvesting a given number
of bushels. If harvested in less time the worker can either leave when
he has completed his quota, or continue working with extra pay, either
per time unit or per volume of output harvested.-

In livestock enterprises, a common practice is to pay a bonus accor-

ding to the type and size of the herd. In sheep raising, for example,
a bonus per lamb born and/or mrketed'may be paid. Additional bonus
payments can be' made according to the yields of wool per sheep, and
shearing is frequently paid per animal.

Sometimes incentives are paid to the individuals, Other times group
incentive rates may be distributed among rieriers of the group. Besides
time bonuses or piece rates, group incentives can take other forms isuch as
profit sharing. This is possible when one has labor specialization,
permanent work teams or brigades, a good system of cost accounting, and
tasks which can be organized to alow most memrbers to operate under
similar conditions. This latter point is important, beca use if only
part of the members of the production cooperative are working under
incentive mechanisms, those who are not my consider they are being dis-
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criminated against, besides normally Setting lowpr incomes. The need to
avoid this situation is probably one of the reasons behind the widespread
use of profit distribution according to days worked in addition to a
base wage or advance, something which does not, however, represent an
automatic incentive to productivity.

There are some systems geared to solve the problem of incentives for
those who are not working directly on a measurable task. One alternative
is higher wages for those who cannot be easily incorporated into incen-
tive devices (this technique is in wide use on some Czechoslovakian
cooperative farms). Group incentives with a percentage (15 to 25 percent)
to be allocated among those performing supporting taskts is another
alternative.

The following gaidelines should be considered when choosing an

incentive plan: a) The plans must be simple, understandable and easy
to calculate, especially by those who will be working with it; b) Earn-
ings should vary directly with increases in output and efficiency;
c) Incentive payments should be made as quickly as possible; d) Workstandards relevant to each organi ation must be developed through syste-

matic study of internal conditions and potential; e) Ticentive rates
should be guaranteed against change unless changes occur in the methods
or materiaLs eqn~loyed; f) A base wage or advance should be guaranteed
regardless of daily output, assuming there is areasonable work perfor-
mance by the workers; and g) There should be a sufficiently large spread
(3O-40,, percent above common earnings) between the base wage, or advance,
and the incentive earnings so as to stimulate more taan normal effort by
workers,

The use of economic incentive plans is something which should be
carefully plannted and evaluated because of their potential for hampering
internal relations. It must also be considered that incentive plans are
usually expensive to carry out due to the administrative costs involved
in detailed keeping of records for payment--another reason why their
use must be approached with caution and appropriately balanced with
moral incentives.

Moral Incentives. These include informtion, participation, praise
and delegatio1 of responbibility.

Cooperative farming is an organizatinnal form which can mke use
of some of these devices. Information and participation are two elements
which have already been emphasized because of their importance in develop-
ing a sense of belonging as well as forming the basis for membership
decision-making. The suggested use of coimmittees, brigades, work teams and
work rotation all delegate real responsbibility to the member. Praise
and punishment, by means of an election of the best and worst worker,
is a type of incentive widely used in socialist Cuba today. Certificates
of achievement to highly productive workers have been a device used for
tony years all over the world.

In general, moral incentives are geared to develop a commitment to
the organization to which people belong. If this commitment is trans-
lated into higher efficiency and productivity, then the goals of the
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organization and its mepbers in the best possible way,

Some Additional Coisiderations, The ten variables just discussed no
doubt represent the most important points that need to be taken into
accountt when a cooperative farming system is being created. There are,
however, a few additional elements worth taking into consideration,

a) Some Internal 0erating Procedures, Work organization and
coordination should be done by the management board and those to whom
authority is delegated. A special control comnmttee may be set up to
evaluate progress and performance, reporting to the management board and
to the general assembly, and meeting at least four times a year. A
feedback mechanism between mnagement and members should be devised in
order to make timely adjustments .Annual elections of officials should
be held (at least partial replacement). Commttee members respons'ible
for specific tasks should be elected more often to foster participation
and responsbiility. The process of hiring a manager--if this is decided
instead of working mainly through the managemn t board-needs to be knowm

and approved by the general assembly. This is especially important since
the manager will most likely be an outsider with some special training
for the job°

b) So.L, External _peratingProcedures. Every organization should
have official representatives for its external activities. W ile commonly
this work is part of the responsibility of the manager and the mePers of
the executive cormnittee of the management board (president, seecre-Lnry and
treasurer) other members can also be appo* ted if they hae spec . r°"
for the job (such as financial and marketing skills). ra, .. n"g K Id
be given special importance due to the weight it has on thc final out-
come of the enterprise Whenever possible and convenient, production
cooperatives should be actively involvd in activities of service type

cooperatives (credit, insurance, marketing).

c) Back-up MIchnis*Ms. These w1iL be nai-nly the responsibility
of the agency in charge of the pr 1otion of a cooperative o':ng system,
and should provide s trong sn or tor r f"d n -i " ent e nterprie, es teing
created, assisting t-en in vy'.tever ne e.., ths .ay have i .. i. :ke-

off stage, and later luring their normal operatiOns. A lo, .c-run, prspec-
tive should also be kept by the assisting agenies in choosig which

projects to support.
Concluding Remarks. One point needs to be empse efo C.be e m ,p. a b fore co le-

ting the model, It concerns the importance that ma.ry;. gcment has in the
success of the cooperative enterprise. The model thus far hIas-speled'.out
the more important variables that need to be handled as well as other
issues to be considered, but in the final analysis it is the capability
of management which determines whether or. not these variables, are correctly
handled to lead the cooperative farming enterprise along the road to
success. Management in this context may either be provided by group
action--the management board--or-by an individual-- the manager. in both
cases there must be snoecial understanding by management of the alterna-
•tiVe in each unique situation in order to select the best course of
action for the organization to achieve its goals°
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APPENDIX

Survey of Different Forms of

Cooperative Production in Agriculture*

The intention of the appendix is to provide 'readers Wth a more
detailed explanation of some of the cooperative farming forms which are
cited throughout-the text, and at the same tine show the many variations
which1 are found among agricultural production cooperatives existing
in the world.

The same type of information -for each of the forms will be provided
wherever possible and according to the sources of information available.
Two elements for-a- classification of these forms are included for each
cooperative. The first element is the location of decision-making, which
is classified according to the type of management (centralized manage-
ment, shared management and. self-management). The. second classification
is based on the level of integration of productive resources, which
fall into three categories. Category I is the loosest form and only
some means of production are integrated, and Category III is the highest
form where all the means of production are integrated into the coopera-
tive enterprise.

*Credit must be given for the decision to elaborate this Appendix
to my friend and office companion, Hr. Burt Swanson, who suggested
this when commenting on the early drafts of my research.



CATEGORY I

Partial Integration

Polish .Type I :Cooperative Faro

Country: Poland Year of Creation: approximately 1950'

Location of Decision-Maki : on members

Description: The- member maintains the individual on trol1 - of his
-.-means of. production and carries out cooperatively

only some tasks. and , acti-rities. The product is sold individually
by the farmers and this-.provides their incor e.

Bibliographical. Sources: Boguslaw Galeski, in P. . Worseley (ed.)
OA00 . --- I 1 . 1

Name: UAC I (Unified Agricultural Cooperatives)

Country: Czechoslovakia Year of Creation: 1949

Location of Decision-Making: mainly on members

Description: Only some activities are done cooperatively, such
as sowing or planting. The rmber retains the

majority of his land, livestockoand equipment. This type of
arrangement normally is considered as neighborly help on a
cooperative basis.

Bibliographical Sources: Trnka and Hach, 1967

Name:
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Name : Ujaama

Country: Tanzania

Location of Decision-Making:

Year of Creation: 1967

on members, someties shared with
government agencies

Description: This form has wide variations depending on the
level of integration. Members can work most of

their land individually, or they can work it in a completely
communal or cooperative" form, their sources of income depending
on the form adopted.

Bibliographical Sources: See Chapter 4 of this work

Name: Cooperative Better Farming Society

Country: India Year of Creat ion: *

Location of Decision-Making: on -members

Description: It is a form with varying degrees of integration
and activities. Members will engage in only some

activities which they will work jointly. Members are, however,
independent-for all their other activities. The organization
will mainly provide services for marketing (inputs and output)
and cooperative production will not be the common case.

Bibliorahic Sources: G. R. lladan, 1961

* Date not specified in source reviewed.
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Name: GIE (Groupement d'Interet Econonique)

Country: France Year of Creation: 1967

Location of Decision-Making: on merbers

Description: It is a rather loose type of cooperative organiza-
tion created in order to specialize in one particular

area, e.g., research, sales, packing, exporting. Members therefore
associate themselves mainly for one of these activities, remaining
very independent in all the rest. There are few formalities
for the creation of the GIE. Members have to number at least 12,
farmers or not, and the enterprise will have a civil or commercial
character according to its activities. A social capital is not
required for the creation of the enterprise and all the conditions
under which it will operate will be stipulated in a special document
subscribed to by all. re!+ers.

Bibliographical Sources: Options Mediterraneenes, avril 1971

Name: Societe Civile d'Exploitation Agricole

Country: France Year of Creation: *

Location of Decison-Making: on members

Description: It is a society organized with the purpose of
rendering different kinds of services to its

members, ranging from common production to processing and
selling. Its form is rather loose and non-farmer members are
also allowed. The society will usually be created for a deter-
mined period of years and will have a specified volume of assets.

Bibliographical Sources: Options Mediterraneenes, avril 1971

* Date not specified in sources reviewed.

i _
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Name: Moshav-ovdim

Country: Israel Year of Creation: approx. 1904

Duration: still operating

Location of Decsion-Making: on the members

Description: It is a settlement where land is individually worked
by the members who belong to a multi-purpose

cooperative society through which all marketing is done.
Planning of the crops for all the village settlement is worked
out by the cooperative society and approved by the general
assembly of members. Besides individual cultivation of land
there are also cooperative exploitations, commonly fruit
orchards, poultry, or processing industries attached to the
Moshavim.

Bibliographical Sources: 4ordecai Kreinin, 1964; Maxwell Klayman,
1969; Weintraub, Lissak and Azmon, 1969;
Effraim Orni, 1963; Eduardo Bastos, 1971

Name: LPG I (Landwirts chaf tliche Productions-Genossenschaft)

Country: Eastern Germany Year of Creation: approx. 1952

Duration: still operating

Location of Decision-Making: on the members

Description: Only the cropland is contributed to the cooperative
society for joint use while garden and forest-land

as well as grassland remains in individual use. Livestock,
including draught animals, and the dead inventory (machinery,
toolsand implements) remain the property of the members who
are paid for their use in the cooperative society.

Bibliographical Sources: Konrad Merkel, in TT. A. D. Jackson (ed.),
p. 222; Otto Schiller, 1969, pp. 209-211.
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Name: TOZ or TOZY (Association for the joint cultivation
of land)

Country: Soviet Russia Year of Creation: approx. 1926

Duration: approx. 1930

Location of Decision-Making: on the members

Description: It was the loosest type of production cooperative, often
viewed as a transitional form. Only land was worked

jointly. All other agricultural means of production--draught animals
and other livestock, and the tools and implements--continued to be
used individually.

Bibliographical Sources: Alex Nove, "The Decision to Collec-
tivi ze," and Otto Schiller,

"Communist Experience and its Implications for Developing
Countries." Both in W. A. D. Jackson (ed.), Agrarian Policies
and Problems in Communist and Non-Cormunist Countries. Seattle:
University of Washington Press, 1971
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CATEGORY II

Medium Integration

Name Polish Type II Cooperative Farm

country: Poland Year of Creation: approx. 1950
.Location of Decison-Making:milyo ebers

1 Ion ain ly on mmrbr

Description: All the land is pooled together for common
cultivation, except for garden plots of members.

Income is distributed according to the proportion of work
done and to the contributions of land and capital.

Bibliographical Sources: Boguslaw Galeski, in P. M. Worseley,
(ed.)

Name: Cooperativas Agricolas de Produccion

Country: Spain Year of-Creation: approx. 1960

Location of Decision-Makin on the members

Description: These cooperatives are generally of relatively
large size (50 to 30 merbers and 800 to 1,000

Has.), especially relative to the French GAECs. Menbers'
income will usually be distributed according to the work,
land, and capital they have contributed-to the cooperative
venture.

Bibliographical Sources: OECD, 1972



Name: UAC II (Unified Agricultural Cooperative)

Country: Czechoslovakia Year of Creation: 1949
Location of Decision-Makin: mainly on merbers

Description: Members deve lop a common crop rotation and
perform a large number of operations coopera-

tively. Crops are divided according to the acreage contri-
buted by the member to the cooperative. Work done is remun-1

erated according to labor norms taking into consideration
the difficulty of the job. Animal production is retained on
an individual basis.

Bibliographical Sources: Trnka and Hach, 1967

Name: C otmrune s

Countr: Mainland China Year of Creation: 1958

Location of Decision-Making: shared by members and government

Description: The Commune is a basic economic, social and
political entity in the rural areas, which

owns all--or most--of the means of production. It is an
integration of agriculture, industry1and administrative

responsibilities, all in one organization. Work is done
cooperatively, usually by production brigades. There is an
emphasis on labor specialization, and general education of
workers. The income to members varies according to the
Commune and the activities that take place in it. Normally,
after several deductions, between 50 and 70 percent of the
total income will be distributed to the mem bers according to
the days worked in the cooperative enterprise.

SBib alaSourcesI:Kang Chao, 1970; Paul Pickoiicz,
The Progressive, January 1972
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Name: Cooperative Tenant Farring Societies

Country: India Year of Creation: **

Location of Decision-Making: on menmbers

Description: The society gets the land on lease and then
allocates it to members on an individual holding

basis. The whole land is cultivated according to a production
plan laid down by the society, which will provide members
with credit, seeds, manure and farm equipment, if necessary.
It will also handle the marketing of the members' output.
Each tenant pays a fixed rent for his holding, the produce
of it being his own and at his complete disposal. Profits
of the society after paying for all expanses and allowing
for a reserve fund are distributed among the tenant members
in proportion to the rent they paid.

BiblioGaphical Sources . R. Nadan, 1961

Name: Cooperative Joint Farming Society

Country: India Year of Greation: **

Location of Decision-Making: on members

Description: It is a society usually formed by small size
owners. They agree to pool their land and

work it as a whole. Members work in the tasks assigned by
a special committee they have elected and receive wages for
their daily work. They will also receive a dividend payment
in proportion to the vauue of their land contributed to the
society. The profits of the enterprise (after all payments
have been made) will be distributed among the mebers accord-
ing to their days of work after providing for a reserve fund.

Bibliographical Sources: G. R. Madan, 1961

** Date not specified in sources reviewed.
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Name: CAC (Cooperative Agricole Civile)

Country: France Year of Creation: 1959

Location of Decision;4hking: on members

Description: This is a society associated according to the
regulations of the French cooperative movement.

The organization must have a minimum of seven members and no
maximum is stipulated. Its activities and level of integration
will vary according to members' decisions and needs to be
met. It will vary from production in comon, to processing,
selling, etc. The cooperative will, handle only products
of its members, and those joining have to make a commitment
to operate through the cooperative. The distribution of net
savings or income will be determined by the General Assembly
of each of the cooperatives.

Bibliographical Sources: . 1editerraneenes, avril 1971

Name: GFA (Groupement Foncier Agricole)

Country: France Year of Creation: 1970

Location of Decision-4aking: on meTbers

Description: It is a type of civil society created to operate
or maintain one or more farms. ,While legal

registration is not fully required they must operate accord-
ing to a set of regulations. Mlembers do not necessarily
have to work the land directly and it may even be leased if
the group so decides. The GFA has a minimum duration once
created of nine years, and there is no size limit. Members'
contributions can-be in land, equipment capital, or all of
those. The system is quite new and there is not yet much
experience with its operation.

Bibliographical Sources : s bditerraneenes avril 1971
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Name: GAEC (Groupement Agricole d'Exploitation en Commun)

CoUntry: France Year of Creation: 1962

Location of Decision-Making: on members

Description: All the members agree to contribute their land
to the enterprise and operate it under joint

management. All the members have to work directly in the
tasks assigned and labor hired by the joint enterprise in
limited numbers may also be employed. The group should not
be larger than 10 members, most of them contributing family
type enterprises, Integration of land is normally corplete
but it will range in some of the other types of agricultural
enterprises (livestock, poultry). The societies have to be
legally registered. Mebers' income will come from wages
for the work performed, plus a proportion of profits accord-
ing to the land and capital contributed to the society.

Bibliographical Sources: Options kIbditerraneenes, avril 1971;
OECD, 1972.

Name: Ejido

Country: Mexico Year of Creation: 1915

Duration: still operating

Location of Decision-Making: Usually shared due to credit
regulations

Description: Two forms can be. found: the collective and the
individual Ejido. They represent two different

organizations where for the most part, land is worked in a
cooperative or collective fashion as one unit, or where the
majority of land is individually exploited. Land is owned by
the State and is assigned to the ejidatarios with the condition
that it cannot be sold, mortgaged, leased or divided. Members
who do not cultivate their land directly Ifor two years may
lose their rights, which are re-assigned by the Comisariado
Ejidal to other applicants.

Bibliographical Sources: Salomon Eckstein, 1966; Raymond Wilkie,

1971; Juan Ballesteros Porta, 1964;
Eyler Simpson, 1940; Hugo Tulio Melendez, 1965.
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Name: Kolkho z

Country: Soviet Union Year of Creation: 1929

Duration : still operating

Location of Decision-Making: shared between memnbers and the
State, the latter predominating

Description: It is an agricultural organization where the
land is owned by the State and peasants only

have its usufruct. Organization varies, but generally it
is cooperatively organized. ,Te workers receive an advance
or a base wage, depending on the results of the enterprise.
A special characteristic of this form is the private plot
that members maintain next to their houses and which not

only represents an important source of income for them,
but also represents an important source of food supplyfor all the nation.

Bibliographical Sources: Otto Schiller, 1969, pp. 182ff;
W. A. D. Jackson, passim,;

A. N. Sakoff, 1968 and 1970.

Name: LPGII (Landirts chaftliche Pro duktions-Gen ossenschaf t)

County: German Democratic Republic (Eastern Germany)

Year of Creation : approidimately 195.2

Location of Decision-Making: shared by M,r;bers and government
th ro ugh planning devices

Description: The farmer brings into the cooperative enterprise
his land plus his traction p Croer machinery and

implements. Livestock will usually remrain with the farmer,
who will alSo cultivate some additional lnd individually--
usually a small plot of no more than five acres.

Bibliographical Sources: Konrad ilerkel, "The Agrarian Problem
in Divided Germany," in W. A. D.

Jackson (ed.), p. 222 (see references); also in Otto Schiller,
1969, pp. 209-211,o



Name: Agrarian Circles

Countr: Poland Year of Creation: 1956

Duration: still operating

Location of Decision-Making: shared between the government
and the farmer-members

Description: The agricultural circle is basically a government
sponsored association of farrers who gather

regionally to improve the level of technology of their
exploitations. They purchase and operate farm machinery
commonly. Services are provided to all farmers--with members
getting theirs at reduced prices. The circle can be seen
mainly as a service cooperative which allows improvements
in yields by making new technology available. Financing of
the organization cones from the Agricultural Development Fund
of the government and member contributions. While mechaniza-
tion is the main effort, irrigation, plant production, and
shared action in processing plants is also undertaken.
Bibliographical Sources: Witold ipski, griculturenPo

Warsaw: Interpress Publishers, 1969;
Arthur and Jan Adams, Men Versus theSystem New York: The
Free Press, 1971; Tomasz Wybraniec, "Peasant Farming in
Poland: Performances and Prospects," paper presented at the
Conference On Soviet and Peasant Affairs, August 1967, Seattle,
Washington.
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CATEC)RY III

Total Inte gration

Name: UCP (Unites Cooperatives de Production)

Country: Tunisia Year of Creation: approx. 1965

Location of Decision-Making: members and government agencies

Description: The work is cooperatively organized according'
to a plan approved by the General Assembly of

members. A management board-and a President are eleCtedto
take responsibility for the daily operations of the enter-
prise. A Manager appointed by the Regional Union of Coopera-
tives assists the management board in the organization and
managerial functions. The mebers' income is distributed
according to days worked in the cooperative enterprises,
and will depend on the year-end results of the organization.
Bibliographical Sources: Options Me diterraneenes, avril 1971

Name: Polish Type II1 Cooperative Farm

Country: Poland Year of Creation:. approx. 1950

Location of Decision-Making: on members and government

Description: All the means of production are pooled for
joint operation and management. Small garden

plots are allowed. Income depends only on the work done
and is distributed accordingly.

Bibliographical Sources: Boguslaw Galeski, in P. M. Worseley
(ed.)
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Name: Autogested Farms (Self-Management Farms)

Count Algeria Year of Creation: 1962

Location of Decision-Makin: on members sometimes shared
with government agencies.

Description: In this system all (or most) of the means of
production are the property of the cooperative

enterprise which works them under the principle of self-
management (autogestion). The General Assembly of workers
elects a Workers' Councilwhich in turn.elects a management
committee responsible for the daily operations of the enter-
prise together with the manager. The latter is usually a
government-appointed official who is, however, responsible
for his work to the nanagement committee and the Workers'
Council. Members' income is composed of a basic daily
wage plus end-of-the-year share of profits of the enterprise.

Bibli ozrghical Sources: Thomas L. Blair, 1970; Eduardo

Bas tos, 1971.

Name: UAC III (Unified Agricultural Cooperative)

Country: Czechoslovakia Year of Creation: 1949

Location of Decision-Making: mainly on members

Description: The members contribute their main eans of
production to the cooperative enterprise,

including their livestock. Ownership of land is retained
and members are allowed a: private p.lot and some back-yard
livestock. eimbers' income is determined at the end of the
year according to the results of the enterprise, and it is
mainly distributed according to the work done through the
year. The members will also receive some payment in kind

(grain) and rent on the land they contributed to the cooperative.

Bibliographical Sources: Trnka and Hach, 1967
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Name : UAC IV (Unified Agricultural Cooperative)

Country: Czechoslovakia Year of Creation: 1949

Location of Decision-kn on members and the government

Description: All the means of production are cooperatively
owned and operated. The members will receive

an income based on the work done (nunber of days and type of
work). Bonuses are added to the base wage according to the
type of work performed.

Bibliographical Sources: Trnka and Hach, 1967

Name: Asentamient o

Country: Chile Year of Creation: 1965

Location of Decision-Making: on members, sometimes shared
with the government

Description: The Asentamiento is a transitional organization
created in Chilean land reform process to allow

the exploitation of the expropriated land while Io.nership was
being determined. Two types of exploitation were comonly
found: the individual and the communal. The former was one
where land was assigned to the members for their individual
exploitation, thus becoming -their main (or only) source of
income. In the communal exploitation land was worked coopera-
tively and members' income was determined after profits and
distributed according to the days of work of members during
the year in the cooperative activities.

Bibliographical Sources: See Chapter 4 of this work.
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Name: Cooperative Collective Farming Society

Country: India Year of Creation: *

Location of Decision-Making: on members

Description: The society holds the land and all other means
of production. Cultivation is jointly done

by all the members who receive a wage for their, daily work.
At the end of the year profits are determined after deducting
all the payments and a reserve. Profitwill be distributed

among tmembers in proportion to the wages earned by-each of
them during the year.

Bibliographical Sources: G. R. Madan, 1961

Name:

Country:

SAIS (Sociedad Agricola de Interes Social)

Peru Year of Creation: 196-9

Locati on of Decision-Making: mainly on members with the
advice of government officials

Description: These societies have been organized for the
collective, exploitation of lands mainly.dedi-

cated to livestock in the Peruvian sierras., The SAIS groups
several farms and all the peasants living on them-at the
time of the land expropriation. The system is democratically
managed by a General-Assembly of Delegates formed by two
delegates from each of the member farms, and whi ch is renewed
by thirds every year. Members' income depends on the results
of the enterprise and they receive some advances during the
year.

Bibliographical Sources: IMinisterio de Agricultura del Peru,
-1970, 1971

* Date not specified -in sources reviewed.
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Name: Village Corporation (Empresa Agropecuaria Ejidal)

Country: Mexico Year of Creation: 1968

Location of Decision-Makin: principally in the Manager, but
ultimately in the peasant members

Descrip tion: The system is based on Ejido lands with the
special characteristic that a manager is hired

to make most of the technical and administrative decisions.
Members contribute their land to the common enterprise and
will receive payment for it according to profits. During theyear they work for a wage in the enterprise under the direction

of the manager.

Bibli.ogrthal Sources: I.,Haisman, 1971

Name: Kibbutz

Country: Israel Year of Creation: approx. 1900

Location of Decision-MAking: on members

DescriPtilon This is a totally cormunal society where the
level of integration is complete. Everything

but the land is owned by ihe Kibbutz enterprise which provides
for all of its members' needs. These therefore do not
receive income. Work is performed communally by the members
according to a production plan approved by then in the
General Assembly, the mayimum organism of the enterprise.

Bibliographical Sources: Eduardo Bastos, 1971; E. Hacohen,
1968; Weintraub, Lissak and Azmon,

1969; E. Orni', 1963; Otto Schiller, 1969.
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Name: 4oshav-shi tufi

Country: Israel Year of Creation: approx. 1936

Duration: still operating

Location of Dec ision- kin: on the members

Description: It is an agricultural settlement where all

the work is organized on a communal basis, but
members receive a personal or family income which they are
free to spend according to their wishes. Families live in
private houses and they hold the major responsibility for
child care. Production is planned and approved by the General
Assembly and all the operations are done communally based
on one single organization.

Bibliographical Sources: Efraim Orni, 1963; Otto Schiller,

1969; Eduardo Bastos, 1971.

Name: LPG III

Country: German Democratic Republic (Eastern Germany)

Year of Creation: approximately 1952

Description: The members contribute all agricultural and
forest lands to. the cooperative society for

joint use. They also contribute most of their livestock,

equipment and implements. The member is only allowed to
keep for free use up to 0.5 Ha. of land-mainly for vegetables
and fruit. Livestock is restricted to no more than two cOws
with calves, two sows, and five sheep.

Bibliographical Sources* Konrad Merkel, in iW. A. D. Jackson
(ed.), p. 222; Otto Schiller, 1969,

pp. 209-211.
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